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Murray, Ky., Friday Alterman,September 16, W77

By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Two ,city and county electric
distributors
serving
Calloway
Countians are currently participating
in a $4.6-million Tennessee Valley Authority home insulation loan
program,according to spokesmen.
Both Murray Electric System, which
serves the city, and West Kentucky
Rural
Electric
Cooperative
Corporation (WKRECC) which serves
the county, have joined a number of
other Western Kentucky power
distributors in a TVA program that
provides interest free loans to TVA
powers users for attic insulation and
ventilation.
"We've had quite a few inquiries
about the program," WWRECC
Manager John Edd Walker said today.
Walker and other power system
representatives attended a Paducah
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Interest Free Home Insulation
Loans To Be Available Locally
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In Our 98th Year

The Ed Freeman Memorial Scholarship was officially established May 13 at the Sheraton Motor Inn in NasimIle.
Pictured are Tennessean executives, members of the Freeman famiy,and Murray State alumni.
Left to right Tennessean publisher, John Seigenthaler, presenting a check to Alumni President, Pat McCuiston;
Lloyd Armour,executive editor of the Tennessean; Mrs. Edward Freeman,formerly Lois Farley of Murray; Mrs. Mary
Beth Blank, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Freeman; Manta Vinson, director of Alumni Affairs; John Haile, Tennessean
reporter; Senator Pat McCuiston receiving check and Dr. L J. Hortin, retired chairman of the Journalism Department
at Murray State University.
The dinner meeting of the Scholarship group was hosted by Mr.Seigenthiler and Mr. Armour of the Tennessean
a
staff.

Tennessean And MSU Alumni
Establish Freeman Scholarship
by L. J. HORTIN
Ed
Freeman Memorial
The
Scholarship for Murray State
Journalism
majors has been
Nashville
established
by the
Tennessean and the Alumni Association
of Murray State University.
At the time of his death, November 1,
1976, Edward Milton Freeman was
managing editor and news director of
the Tennessean, where he achieved
national renown as reporter, writer and
executive. a 1937 graduate of Murray
State, Ed was formerly editor of the
Ledger & Times and the College News.
In conjunction with the Freeman
Memorial Scholarship, the recipient of
the one-year cash award will receive
special consideration for summer
employment by the Tennessean.
Mancil Vinson, director of Alumni

Affairs, was largerly responsible for
$7,343.84, according to records in Mr.
working out the guidelines of this, the
Vinson's office. This sum includes
first Journalism Scholarship ever
matching funds to be received from the
established in the 54-year history of
James Leland Hurley Fund, as well as
Murray State. The provisions include
donations from the staff members of
the following guidelines:
the Tennessean, Alumni Association,
Applicants will be journalism majors
and friends and members of the
completing their sophomore year as
Freeman family.
reporter for the Murray State
Other contributions will be added to
University. Academic standing and
the Memorial fund in the future
record of service to school and
The scholarship is awarded for one
community are major considerations..
year only. The proposed summer
"Need" should only be a factor when all
employment by the Tennessean will
other comparisons between applicants
probably be limited to the summer
are equal.
months between the applicant's junior
The award of the scholarship will be
and senior years. The planning,
the amount of the interest derived by
awarding and administering of the
the Edward
Milton Freeman
employment opportunity will be under
Scholarship
Fund- invillment,..the jurisdiction and authority of the
Contributions to the—Fraarraii
Tennessean.
Memorial Scholarship to date total
by the
assignments
"Work
Tennessean will be significant in the
practical education of the scholarship
winner for a career in journalisrn:
proposed
the
according
to
"Guidelines." Recipients of the
scholarships are expected to undertake
full-time employment in the field of
journalism upon completion of their
degree.
Completed applications must be
received by the Alumni Affairs office no
later than March 1. The recipient will
be notified by April 1.
Major objectives of the Freeman
To gi e
Scholarship are: ( 1
encouragement and financial support
to Murray State University studenti•
planning to major in journalism art
itho have completed the sophomore
year as reporters on the Murray State
NEEDLINE STUDY --'Making preparations to do an Ississment of the efNews, and (2) "To remember an
fectiveness of the NEEDLINE services here are member of the executive
outstanding professional journalist arid
committee of the NEEDLINE This study is being coordinated with the
a great editor for the Nashvii.e
social work department of Murray State University and is being funded by
Tennessean;
Milt •r;
Edward
a grant of $1,500 obtained by the NEEDUNE Association from the Kentucky
Freeman."
Social Welfare Foundation. Dr. Mark Singer, right, assistant professor in
( Additional Stories And Photos
social work at MSU is coordinating the program with Euple Ward,
Page 12.
NEEDLINE director, third from right, and Dr. Wallace Baggett, NEEDLINE Advisory Consultant, second right. Also assisting with the program are Murray
State social work students as a part of a social woric research program under the direction of Dr. Singer. Committee members indude, left to right,
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, treasurer, the Rev. Dr. Robert Brockhoff, chairman,and Mrs. Nell Eaton,secretary.
Staff Photo
A Calloway County Sheriff
Department investigation is continuiT
into two burglaries on Industrial Roa''
One Seetiap.‘- 16Pages
according to Deputy Ted Alexander
The Calloway County freshman football team won its
Discovered early today,
second consecutive game with an exciting 6-0 win over
burglaries were at Calloway Co-Lone Oak Thursday. A-so, the MSU cross country team
Store and a Kentucky Department
figures to be a league otntepder and the baseball team at
Transportation storage area direct,
MSU will play in Hawaii n4d spring. Sports editor Mike
behind.
Brandon has the details in today's Sports Section, pages 5,
Alexander said a burglar or burglar
6,7 and 8.
took about 25 pocket knives valued
$125 from the Co-Op Store and son.spark plug wires and a beacon li
from
a truck, both valued at $55, frlan
Church Page
10
Sports
5,6,7,8
the DOT area.
Classifieds
13, 14, 15
TV Page
11
Alexander theorized that who-". Comics
11
burglarized the Co-Op Store may hoe
Crossword
hidden inside when the store closed
Dear Abby
3'
Thursday evening. Entry was gained
Deaths &L,Filnerals
16
into the DOT area by climbing over a
Clearing and warm today, high
Horoscope •
3
fence, Alexander said.
Inside Report
in the low and mid 80s. Fair and
4
County authorities are a Isi°
Let's Stay Well
cool tonight, low in the low 60s.
2
investigating a vandalism case at
" Local Scene
Sunny and warm Saturday, high
2, 3
Blakeley's Grocery, Store -personne4
in the mid and upper-80s.
4
OPinion.Page
discovered a broken plate glass wind.'C.4
earlier this morning.

Burglaries Here

Are Investigated

inside today

today's index

clearing and warm

news conference to explain the
program Thursday.
TVA his allocated initial grants to
seven Western Kentucky 'power
distributors. Murray Electric System is
starting its program with $20,000 and
WKFtECC,$73,000.
TVA is making interest free loans to
consumers who heat electtically and
who need to bring their level of attic
insulation to at least "R-19", minimum
for ceiling insulation.
The power system is also providing
free home energy surveys with no-cost
inspections to find out what
improvements can be made to cut
energy loss, according to a spokesman
for both local systems.
"We're ready to do the surveys. TVA
is sending up an energy advisor next
week," Walker said.
The energy advisor is expected to
inspect existing insulation, if any,

weatherstripping, caulking, windows,
doors, storm doors and windows and
underpinning. Based on the inspection,
the energy advisor will recommend to
power customers what they can do to
make a home more energy efficient.
According to TVA„anyone who heats
primarily with electricity and whose
attic insulation isi determined to be
inadequate through a home energy
survey is eligible for an interest free
loan.
The interest free loan, TVA says, will
cover attic insulation only and its
installation. The job may be performed
by an insulation contractor. An
individual can do the insulation work
himself rather than ,hiring a
contractor; the loan will cover the cost
of the insulation material only, TVA
said.
See INSULATION,
Page 16, Column fr

Lance Testifys That He Has
Stayed 'Narrowly' Within Law
WASHINGTON (AP)— Insisting that
"I have done more than stay narrowly
within the law," Bert Lance testified
today that his conduct both as a banker
and as budget director meets the high
ethical standards set by President
Carter for
members of his
administration.
Pressed by a Republican senator
about his overdrawn checking accounts
in Calhoun, Ga., Lance replied -- as he
has insisted earlier — that :the issue
wasn't a matter of ethics.
"In a place like Calhoun, where you
have a practice of overdrafts ...
overdrafts as such is not an ugly word,"
Lance told Sen. William V. Roth, R-Del.
"... To simply lay overdrafts
constitute an unethical situation, that is
not the case."
"There was no attempt to hide, no

Civic Music
Drives Ends
Today,6 p.m.
The Murray Civic Music Association
closes its annual canyass for new
members and renewal memberships
today at the downtown branch of Bank
of Murray. Tickets may still be
purchased in the lobby of the bank until
closing at 6 p.m. today. Checks may
still be mailed through next week to
Murray Civic Music Association, 1010
Westgate Drive, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Adult 'tickets are $15, student tickets
are $7.50 and Family,$35.
The following concerts are offered on
the series this year in Murray at Lovett
auditorium.
Soviet Georgian Dancers — Sunday,
Oct.9,8:30 p.m.
The Louisville Orchestra — Sunday,
Oct. 30,3:30p.m.
Andre Watts, Pianist — friday, Jan.
27,8:00 p.m.
The Pittsburgh Ballet — Monday,
March 6,8:00p.m.
Clamma Dale, Soprano — Tuesday,
April 11,8:00 p.m,
The Paducah Concerts
All Paducah concerts are in Paducah
Tilghman High School Auditorium.
Whittemore and Lowe, duo-pianists
— Tuesday, Oct. 25, 8:00 p.m.
New York Arte Orchestra —
Thursday, Nov. 17,8:00 p.m.
Hungarian Folk Ballet -- Friday,
Jan.20,8:00 p.m.
Glenn Miller Orchestra — Sunday.
Feb.5, 4:00 p.m.
I Photos On Page 16

attempt to cover-up, no attempt not to
disclose anything," Lance said of the
controversy over his Calhoun checking
account.
Roth began his questioning by
quoting Carter's statement that staying
narrowly within the law would not be
enough to satisfy the ethical standards
of his administration.
Lance responded that he had met that
test and "certainly, I have done more
than stay narrowly within the law."
During his appearance Thursday,
Lance said the question of whether he

had withheld infamation from the
committee, when his nomination as
budget director was before the panel
last January, was the most serious of
the issues raised against him.
Lance insisted he had told the
committee staff about his financial
dealings, including the overdrafts,
during his banking career.
Lance's assertion prompted Sen.
Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., to say he
thought members of the committee
should testify about their interviews
last January with Lance.

Precinct Changes
Announced In City
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Calloway County's Board of Election
Commissioners has okayed creation of
two new precincts in Murray, forming
10 in a city that used to have eight.
Officials split two precincts in the
city, number 6 and number 4, to create
the new election districts, Calloway
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris said
Thursday. New precincts 9 and 10 will
be used for the first time in November.
Election officials are also eyeing at
least six other large precincts in both
Murray and county for possible splits.
Harris said the "mini,reclistricting"
came earlier this month. The reason —
the precincts were becoming too large
for precinct workers to handle.
•
The county clerk earlier this month
began sending letters Out to voters
affected by the change. -We've had
some complaints," Harris said,
-people just don't want to change.Most voters cited "inconvenience" as
the Alain factor for their complaints,
Harris said.
Voters in new Precinct 9 will vote in
the Army Reserve Training Center on
Center Drive and voters in new
Precinct 10 will vote in the Navy
recruitMg office in Southside Shopping
Center, according to Harris.

Harris defend,' the splits, saying
that under Kentucky Revised Statutes
an election commission "has the
power" to split large precincts.
Before the split Precinct 6 had over
1,600 registered voters, Harris said;
Precinct 4 had about 1,500.
Harris indicated the split was about
50-50. He predicted additional growth in
both new Precincts 9 and 10.
The line now separating new Precinct
9 and 6 now runs along College Farm
Road from North 15th to the city limits.
Glendale Street is the dividing point
between Precinct 4 and new Precinct
10.
Voters living in Precinct 6 will
continue voting in Murray State
See Chart On Page 12)
University Library and voters in
Precinct 4 will vote at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Harris said.
"The law requires us to do this,"
Harris said. Traditionally precincts are
required to have up to 700 voters, but
Harris indicated state officials will give
county court clerks leeway in allowaing
more than 700 registered. "The law will
let us go pretty thinly as long as we can
operate," Harris said.
Harris said Precincts 5 and 8 in
Murray and Hazel, New Concord,
Faxon and Almo, in the county may be
split in the future.

Two Men Charged
In Assault Case
Sheriff's
County
Calloway
Department has .charged two Murray
men with, second degree assault in
connection with a fight on U.S. 641 south
of Murray September 14.
One of the men faces a theft by
unlawful4taking charge in connection
with the incident, according to Deputyi
Ted Alexander.
Marty Stom and Michael Stom, both
in their ,early 20's, are charged with
beating James M. Pierce, 26, KY 121
north, on the night of September 14,
according to Alexander.
Alexander said Michael Stom also
faces a theft by unlawful charge on
connection with the incident.
Both men were chfireed and released
on bond, Alexander said.

HUMANE SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE MEETS to,formulate plans
for a fall drive. Pictured are (left to right) Irma taFollette, Jean Blankenship,
• Vera Nordhoff, Betty Lowry, and Penny Cannock. The organization, in its
second year now, has,approximately 175-members and an active program
A new shelter has recently been approved by the county fiscal court and
the drive is planned to coincide with the development of the shelter
however, members whose dues are-up for renewal are urged to send
them to the treasurer at P.O. Box 2934, University Station. Murray, Ky., as
they are needed (or spaying dinici, educational prograltis, and other plans
regarding animal welfare and control.
'Photos b 'come 11 Gordon
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A Rundown on Ragweed
O. Mr. N. R. writes that
he has had a rough season
• of hay fever from ragweed
to which he has long been
allergic. In the past, he has
taken shots, and he usually
gets moderate relief from
antihistamine medicine.
He asks whether it is
true .that symptoms from
hay fever become less severe as a person gets older.
He also would like information about areas of the
country where ragweed is
less prevalent. Fie says
that such facts may help
him and his wife in planning their vacations and
their place of retirement.
A. The pollen count for
ragweed varies with the
season and the location. A
dry spring often interferes
with the growth of ragweed
and will reduce the number of plants. Frost kills

(
(11 bile re+I I f,

them and quickly causes a
drop in pollen granules in
the air.
The direction of the wind
and whether it is off of
water usually influences
the
concentration
of
ragweed pollen. Sites of
the nation which are free
or have the lowest counts
of ragweed pollen are the
western edges of states
bordering
the
Pacific
Ocean, the upper tips of
Michigan and,. Minnesota,
and the lower portion of
Florida. The dryer states,
along a line west of Denver, Colorado, have lower
ragweed counts. The highest pollen counts come in
the "Breadbasket" area of
our nation extending upward from Texas and Louisiana to the Canadian border.
The United States and
Canada have more or less
of a monopoly on ragweed.

South Murray
C.111 1 Mee's,

Senior
Citizens

Friday, September 11
Alpha Gamma Rho tractor
pull will continue at .the
Livestock Show and Exposition Center at seven p.m.

It is not troublesome in the
remainder of the world,
such as in Ireland. Therefore, you should be able In
find any number of locations to consider for vacations and retirement so far
as sites that are free of
ragweed.
Reaction to ragweed and
other pollens often diminishes in our senior years,
though the degree of relief
varies from person to person. Your physician can
help you to determine
whether your reaction to
ragweed is lessening by a
series of skin tests with
various dilutions of the
Pollen.
Of course a person who is
sensitive to ragweed may
also have significant allergies to additional pollens
and other substances, such
as house dust. An allergy
survey may be needed todetermine the offenders.
As for additional information on ragweed, you
can obtain a pamphlet on
the subject by writing for
'Hay Fever Holiday,' published by Abbott Laboratories, Department 383,
North Chicago, Illinois
60064.

Adults Plan 1,1iiggard'Home Church Guild
The
South
Murray
Homemakers Club met in the
For,Boat Trip home
of Lorraine Maggard on Has Tea Here
Senior adults from the First
Baptist Church have planned
a boat trip to Kentucky Lake
on Tuesday, September 20.
They .will leave on the
"Belle of the Lake" from the
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at twelve noon. Buses
will leave the church parking
lot at eleven a. m.
All persons who would like
to go are asked to please call
Harry Erwin at 753-4607,
Carlos Jones at 753-2471, or
Owen Billington at 753-3447 for
reservations by Sunday,
September 18. The price will
be $3.50 per person and it is
hoped that many will take
advantage of this delightful
trip, a spokesman said.
Each one is to take a sack
lunch but drinks will be furnished.

Thursday,September 8, at one
p.m. with Edna Butler,
president, presiding. The
devotion was by Lottie Gibson.
Events and projects for the
coming year were discussed.
Reports were given by the
various chairmen.
"Planting and Care of
Evergreens" was the subject
of the landscape notes given
by Modelle Miller.
Mrs. Butler presented the
main lesson on "Fall
Fashions."
"Using the Pressure Sauce
.Pan" was a lesson given by
Mrs. Maggard who served
refreshments.
The next meeting will be
held Thursday, October 13, at
one p.m. at the home of
Modelle Miller. Members
were asked to bring a guest.

Thirty members attended
the membership tea of St.
Leo's Catholic Womeh's Guild
on Tuesday, September 13, at,
Gleason Hall. Agnes Constant
was a guest. '
Billie Hall,chairman, Claire
Resig, Helen James, and
Meme Mattingly were the
hostesses.
New members welcomed
into the guild were Eleanor
D'Angelo, Helen Michaels,
Val Kubin, and Margaret
Hicks.
An all day trip has been
planned to Belleville, Ill., for
Tuesday, Octobea--.1i. Interested members and friends
are urged to contact Billie
Hall at 752-7886 before September 21 so as to determine
what capacity bus will have to
be chartered.

Prime Rib au jus cooked juicy — cut thick. Your choice of
baked potato or French fries. Melt-in-your-mouth Stockade
toast, salad and choice of beverage.
Every Friday after five.'
All day Saturday
•
and Sunday.
7-y our 5* cor•E.

COMMUNITY
•
CALENDAR
Sunday, September 18
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
will
hold
its
annual
homecoming.

Monday, September 15
Friday, September 18
Penny Homemakers Club
Twin Lakep Good Sam Club will meet with Modena Butwill have itsinonthly campout terworth at one p.m.
at Piney Campground in Land
Between the Lakes in conTheta Department, Murray
junction with Campers Fair. A Woman's Club, will have a
dessert and business a-leerily ?Winer meeting at6:30 p_m. at
will be at eight p.m. Friday. the club house wit4 Steve Zea,
city planner, as speaker.
Boots
Randolph
Golf
Tournament will open at Lake
Dorcas Sunday School
Barkley State Resort Park Class, First Baptist Church,
and continue through Sunday. will meet at the home of Mrs.
The Place from Murray will George Shoemaker, Dudley
present a fashion show for the Drive, at seven p.m. Officers
ladies during the tournament will be installed
events.
alloway
County
Association of Retarded
Saturday,September 17
Murray High Band will hold Citizens will meet at 7:30 p.m.
the
a car wash at Astro Car Wash on
secoad
floor
Chestnut Street, from eight a auditorium, Special
m. to six p. m. Proceeds go to Education Building, MSU.
Orange Bowl Travel Fund.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Saturday, September 17
tht Calloway County Health
Chapter M of PEO will Kaye Center, North 7th and Olive
a luncheon at twelve noon ,,t Streets, at 7:30 p.m. Note
the home of Mrs. Alfred change in place.
Lindsey, Sr., with Mrs
Maurice Christopher a,
Blue Grass State CB Club
cohostess.
ill meet at the lodge hall over
Campers Fair will be at Wallis Drug at seven p.m.
Piney Campground, Land
Community
Continuing
Between the Lakes, with open
Nursing
Education
meeting
house at the campground from
sill be held at Murrayten a.m. to five p.m.
Calloway County Hospital
Murray Shrine Club will conference room at 7:30 p.m.
have its monthly social dinner
at the Triangle Inn at 6:30
p.m.

Calloway
uospel singing featuring
Officers At
The Hinsons, Florida Boys,
and Dixie Echoes will be held
at the Calloway County High
School gymnasium, College Region Meet

Farm Road, at eight p.m., as
The officers of the Calloway
sponsored
Murray County High
by
FHA Chapter of
Fraternal Order of the Police.
Future Homemakers of
Dried Plant Demonstration America received leadership
and Display will be at Empire training while attending the
Farm from nine a.m. to five Region I FHA Meeting on
p.m., and a stream stroll will September 9 at Murray State
start at Center Station at 9:30 University.
Their advisor, Mrs. Bess
a.m. in Land Between the
Kerlick,
assisted the eleven
Lakes.
officers and four special
members.
Septemberfest
Western
Members attending were
Style Square Dancing and
Round Dancing will start at Tena Eldridge, Charlotte
Kentucky Dam Village State Coursey, Linda McCuiston,
Joy Kelso, Sharon Walker,
Resort Park and continue
Dawn
Sledd, Karon Walker,
through September 24
Pam Sills, Jackie Miller, Jane
Adult Dance will be at Greer, Susan Byars, Sheila
Jaycee building at Jaycee McKenzie, Beverly Garland,
and Renee McDougal.
Fairgrounds at eight p.m.
Chapter mothers attending
with music by the Outlaw
were Mrs. Audrey Eldridge,
Blues. Open to the public.
Mrs. Glenn Kelso, and Mrs.
Bert Garland.
Saturday, September 17
Tena Eldridge, Regional
Tractor Pull by Alpha
Gamma Rho will continue at Recreation Leader, was in
the Exposition Center at seven charge of training for chapter
recreation leaders.
p.m.
Afterwards, a chapter
Dinner for MSU University executive council Meeting was
staff and faculty with Dr. Bill held at the high school.
Hendricks as speaker will be
Ruffles are right
at First Baptist Church
It's not only perfectly all
Fellowship Hall at 6:30 p.m. right to wear
a ruffled blouse
with jeans, it's recommended
for an updated look.
Sunday, September 18
Annual Darnall reunion of
the descendants of the late
Henry and Alice Peterson
Darnall or Darnell of Marshall
County wilL be held at the
large pavilion at Kenlake
State Resort Park with a
basket dinner at noon.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU will meet at six
p.m. at the church.

JOINT MEETING—Euple Ward,director of the NEEDUNE and president of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club, spoke at the joint meeting of the B&PW
Club and the Murray Gvitan Club held at the Seven Seas Restaurant. Mrs. Ward told
the group of some of the problems of the community she had encountered through
NEEDUNE.She fisted them as drug use with emphasis on alcohol as a drug, loneliness
especially among the elderly, mental illness with emphasis on depression, and unwanted pregnancies. Mrs. Ward, who was introduced by Opal Roberts, a member of
both organizations, received a standing ovation following her talk Elbert Thomason,
Civitan president, presided at the meeting. Coffield Vance, district Civitan governor,
pictured right with his wife, Frances, read the Civitan Creed.

Suzanne Bybee Is Wed
To Terry G. Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Morton of
Murray
announce
the
marriage of their daughter,
Suzanne Bybee, of Memphis,
Tn., to Terry G. Parker, also
of Memphis,son of Mrs. Ruby
Parker and the late Frank
Parker of Hickman.
The vows were read on
Saturday,September 3, by the
Rev. John Crumpban at the
home of Mr. and Mar Jerry L.
Parker at Memphis, Tn., in
the presence of the immediate
families and close friends of
the couple.
The ceremony was read as
the couple stood in front of the
beautiful stone fireplace. The
mantle was decorated with an
arrangement of yellow daisies
entw4ed with baby's breath
and two silver candelabra.
Their attendants were Jerry
L. Parker, twin brother of the
groom, and Miss Debbie
James, close friend of the
bride. Also attending the
couple were Tony Bybee, son
of the bride, and Little Miss
Michelle Parker, niece of the
groom.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was

held in the dining room.
The table was covered with
a white linen embroidered
cloth with a centerpiece of
yellow and white daisies
flanked by glowing white
tapers. The three tiered
wedding cake was decorated
with yellow rosebuds, white
swans, and miniature, bride
and groom statuette.
Punch and champagne were
served from the beverage
table in the breakfast room of
the home. A centerpiece of
daisies adorned the table.
Following a wedding trip to
Lake Sardus, Miss., the couple
is residing in Hickman where
Mr. Parker is manager for the
Parker
Water
Purifier
Company.

Friday Nite Frenzy

TONIGHT ONLY!'
Values
to
$4700

Sept. 18,1971
From 5:00 PM until 8:00 PM
On
Selected
OFF
Merchandise

All

Name
Brands
p..444~4
All Children's

Dress &
Casual

INC

All
House
Shoes

Sunday.September 18
Spring Creek
Baptist
Church 'will hold its annual
homecoming with all day
services and a basket lunch If
unable to attend send
cemetery donations to Lexie
Watson, Murray Route TA°.
Campers Fair will continue
at Piney Campground in land
Between the Lakes with open
house from ten a.m. to five
p.m. to the general public.
The Hornet:00e in the Land
-lietween the Lai
will be
open to the public at 2:30 p.m,
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Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90
•No Limit *All Ages
•Groups Okay

Arftraft Studios
The Professionals
118 S. 12th 753405
Free Perking le Rear
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(R)
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"Night
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Wino Wed.

A reception in honor of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman C. Sams,
Sr., on their golden wedding
anniversary
will
'be
•Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church, Fulton, from
two to . four p.m. Their
daughter is Mrs. Kenneth
Adams of Murray.

qi

WEEKEND ROUND-UP
—Thru Sat.—
Sun.-Wed.

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Turner will be honored at an
open house at their home on ,
Almo Route One in celebration
of their golden. wedding anniversary from two to six p.m.

Open Sun.-Thurs. 11-9, Friday-Sat. 11-10
Bel-Air Shopping Center, 753-0440

hi

Open 7:00
Start 7:30

PADUCAH PATIENT
James Outland of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
UNDERGOES SURGERY
J. B. Richardson of Aurora
is a patienrin the Coronary
Unit of the Cooper-Green
Hospital, Birmingham, Ala.
He entered the hospital
Monday for pacemaker
surgery
and
will
be
hospitalized for about ten
days. Persons may send him
cards at the address above.
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Wedding Planned

heat e,eitt

Betty Jo Ward Honored At

Your individual
Horoscope

Several Prenuptial Events

Fraaces Drake
FOR SATURDAY,SEP TEMBER 17, 1107

Hardworking Single
A Prime Commodity

n40-

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: For five years now, I have been. a
therapist in a rehabilitation clinic. In my work I see drug
addicts, alcoholics and all kinds of men who can't work due
to problems they've brought on themselves, and I'm
amazed to find that most of them have loyal wives and
girlfriends to back them up.
I am a hardworking man of good character with no bad
habits, and I'm still alone and single.
Abby, why would a woman ignore a man with my
qualifications to stick by a drug addict or alcoholic?
Sometimes 1 wonder if I am on the wrong side of the fence.
Isn't there a place in the social marketplace for a good,
hardworking man with no bad habits?
DILEMMA

Miss Rebecca Ann Sams
and Steven L. Waltrip

DEAR DILEMMA: Most women who stick by the kind
of men you treat do not see an alcoholic or drug addict;
they see a man they love with a drug or alcohol problem.
Obviously, those men must have done something to earn
such loyalty and devotion.
And yes, there is a place in the social marketplace for a
good working man with no bad habits. Keep looking, but
don't compete with your patients.

Mr. and Mrs. William Sams of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Rebecca Ann,to Steven L Waltrip, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Waltrip of Jacksonville,Ill.
Miss Sams is a graduate of Murray High School and attended Murray State University. Mr. Waltrip is a 1974
graduate of MacMurray College, Jacksonville, Ill., and is employed at the First National Bank of Jacksonville.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Satuiday, October
15, at 10:30 a. m. at the Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly. A
reception will immediately follow the ceremony.
All friends ahd relatives are invited to attend the wedding
service and the reception.

DEAR ABBY: I'm 19, work in a large office and people
tell me that I'm pretty and have a nice personality. I never
had any trouble getting dates, but here's my problem. All
the guys t
I'm "hot stuff." Maybe
be the fact that I
measure 381-121X has something to do with it, but I can't
help it.
I am definitely NOT hot stuff, Abby. I am very picky
when it comes to guys, and nobody gets a thing off me, but
they all try it on the very first date.
What's wrong with me? I want guys to respect me, but
this "hot stuff" label defeats me before I have a chance to
prove it's not true.
HOT STUFF ON THE HILL
A

Of Interest 1)

Senior Citizens

DEAR HOT:Check your packaging. Do you wear "come
hither" clothes? Check your language. (Do you "tease"
without realizing it?) And finally, check the look in your
eye. Nobody has every made a pass at a statue.
DEAR ABBY: I've been told that when I eat at a
restaurant and the owner serves me,I shouldn't leave a tip
because the owner would feel insulted.
The way I see it, the owner has served me, so why isn't
she (or he)entitled to a tip as an employee? A tip is a way
of thanking someone for the good service.
Some say that only waiters and waitresses should be
tipped because their living depends on it, which is not the
case with the owner.
I would appreciate hearing from you, or from some
restaurant owners on this matter so I'll know what to do in
the future.
UNSURE TIPPER
DEAR UNSURE: When in doubt, tip. If the owner is
"insulted," he or she will let you know.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "VERY MUCH IN LOVE" IN
TOLEDO: I think you're making a big mistake. The only
married man worth waiting for is your own husband.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope, please.
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We are pleased to
announce that Jill
Falwell. bride-elect of
Glen Wathis. has
selected her China.
Ntainless and Formal
Crystalfrom our complete bridal registrs.
Jill and 1;lerj will
be married t ktfober
22. 197

'0

The Shacase

121 By-Pass

MURRAY

4
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Western States'Bus
Tour Taken By Group
Twelve persons from
Murray and Calloway County
joined the Mayfield-Graves
County Senior Citizens on
their recent western tour of
the United States.
The group traveled 6500
miles during the nineteen days
they were on the road. States
they toured included Illinois,
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska,
Iowa,
South
Dakota,
Wyoming, Montana, Idaho,
Washington, Oregon,
California, Nevada, Arizona,
New
Mexico,
Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Tennessee, and Kentucky.
National parks visited included
Mt.
Rushmore,
Yellowstone, Yosemite, and
the Grand Canyon. Other
points of interest covered
included Truman's Library
and Museum at Independence,
Mo., the Corn , Palace at
Mitchell, S. D., Black Hills
and the Bad Lands (the
Badlands got their name from
the early French settlers when
they called this area "land
bad"), the Space Needle in
Seattle, Rose Gardens in
Portland, Oregon, the Redwoods in northern Californa,
San Francisco, Las Ve s,
Hoover Dam, the Petri ed

NOW IN MURRAY
PAUL WINSLOW'S
Hoover
Royal
Rainbow
Kieby
Oreck
Fasno

What kind of day will
tornom w be! To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr. 201
Excellent
influences
Stimulate your potentials. You
should feel buoyed for action.
But direct energies constructivel Don't go off on
tangent.
TA Litt S
(Apr 21 to May 21) 1:11fAlt
Don t rest on past laurels.
You can meet and, in certain
situations, surpass the competition Re careful not to push
too hard or at the wrong time,
however.
GENIIS!
(May 22 to June 21)*
Helpful influences, but you
Will have to be alert, nevertheless. You may have to try a
new tack or make changes in
pre-set plans, but they should be
for the better.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) CO(:)
An excellent period for
broadening your outlook, introducing new ideas and
systems into your regular
program. But do not switch
position or tactics in a way that
betokens instability.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A goad spot for your
aggressive forces, your alertness and inventiveness. Do use
them for sound purposes.
VIRGO
(Aug 24 to Sept. 23) NPLI,
If faced with a quick change
or unusual situation, don't
reject summarily. Maintain
poise aid consider all facts
before making a decision.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Do not be swayed by your
emotions. Objectivity will bring
you a clearer view of all
situations. A romantic involvement will call for an
especially perceptive eye.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) ine4tiL
A good period for everyday
matters and, in some respects,
for the unusual and extraordinary. Look for some
good news in the p.m.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Stars
warn
against
vacillating, changing plans or
projects before they have been
given a fair chance. Steady does
it.
CAPRICORN
, Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 16
Maintain a calm attitude in
all situations, and you can avoid
a lot of frustration. Stress tact
in all dealings— especially with
members of the opposite sex.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Trade ideas, reach for wider
horizons: They broaden as you

Vacuum Shop
We sell over 50 makes and models
,# We service any Vacuum ever made
Full line bags, belts II parts
Rug shampooer: & floor cleaners

Eureka
Premier
Filter Queen
Regina
Multiclean
Bissell

Microwave Ovens and Kitchen Accessories

COMING SOON!

Forest and Painted Desert,
through the Indian reservations in Arizona with
overnight stops in Oklahoma
and Arkansas before returning through Tennessee to
Murray and Mayfield.
The group traveled in twe
super scenicruiser buses with
Frances Wilson, MayfieldGraves County director, in
charge. She was assisted by
Mrs. Ralph Wright, Mrs
Ethel Tucker, R. N., and
drivers, Bill Phillips and John
Hart.
Local persons attending
were Mrs. Christine Garland,
Mrs. Jessie Mason, Mr. ana
Mrs. Roger Burgoyne, Mr
and Mrs. Joseph Gertzen, Mr
and Mrs. Dan Mears, Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore Schlueter,
Mrs. Ovie Sue Galloway, and
Mrs. Meme Mattingly.
Others making thetrip were
Messrs and Mesdames Royse
Wilson, Jewell Choate, Loyd
Oliver, J. C. Chappell, L. B.
Flood, Robert Denham.
Phillip
Waggoner, Joe
Carrico, Roy West, and
Mitchell Pickard; Mesdames
Joe Beadles, Lurwin Cain,
Ruth Madry, Mary .B. Barry.
Mable Helm, A. H. Barron.
Stanley Smith, Jerry Noona,
Jen Morrow, Jean Morris.
Eva Fuqua, Linda Bell, Lube
Fuqua, Cleo Brent, 0. C.
Markham, Dennis Vaughan,
Maysel
Washam, Lela
Cochrum, Rachel Boggess.
Ruby Russell, Opal Yandall,
Grace Dublin, Lola Robbins.
Hazel Greenfield, G,Tacf
Lamb, Vera Gaertneri Deanie
McClure, Lucy Lee Treas.
Ruby Nell Davis, Bessie
Mason, Jerry Pritchard
Josephine Piniewski, Gus NI
Albritton, Geneva Grave,:
Eleta Sasseen, and Viokt
Hobbs; Misses Aileen Barron
Mae Mallory Barron, Inez
McClanahan, Julia Cissell.
Nell Albritton,'and Margaret
Katherine Beadles.

759-1636
a

Geneva Feltner, and Mildred
Collie.
Melba Ward, Margaret
Trevathan, Euple Ward, Judy
Grogan, Janet Ward, Nealie
Wells, Annette Alexander, and
Sharon Wells were hostesses
for a breakfast held at Perkins
Pancake House.
Dr. and Mrs. Harold G.
Sanders entertained with a
luau at their home in
A shower was held at the
home of Mrs. Louise Sandige
in Louisville with Mrs. Jackie
Pendergraph as cohostess.

Oven Hint
Never use a commercial
oven cleaner in a self-cleaning oval.

Just moved In?
I can help you out.
411on't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town. Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask.
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, I can simplify the
business of getting settled. Help you begin to enjoy your
new town ... good shopping, local attractions, community
opportunities.
And my basket is full of useful gifts to please your
family.
Take a break from unpacking and call me.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Thomas McWorther of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

WhoineVaioit_
Kathryn Outland

753-3079

Dr. Richard R. Cunningham

An

FACOG PSC

Obstetrics And Gynecology
Will Continue To Practice
At

•

ego

807 Poplar 0
Telephone

753-1340
- After Hours And Weekends

759-1550
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PAUL WINSLOW'S
Expert stilt walkers used to
be able to travel as fast as .1
horAe_ could trot. The foor-L rests they used were often five
or six feet above the ground

YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly enthusiastic individual,
vivacious and gregarious of
personality. You have a penchant for unusual activities.
Indeed, you like activity itself,
but tend to overtax yourself at
time. Try to curb this tendency,
as well as an inclination to go to
extremes. Your talents are
many and, with proper
education and development,
you could succeed at almost any
vocation you choose, as well as
an avocation — which would
probably be along creative
lines. Fields for which you are
best suited, however, include
writing, teaching, acting,
finance or geology. Birthdate
of: Anne Bancroft, stage and
film star.

Miss Betty Jo Ward who will
be married to Ronald S.
Sanders
Saturday,
on
December 17, at 1:30 p.m. at
the First Baptist Church,
Murray, has been honored
with several prenuptial
events.
Mrs. Wende Flood Harney
and Mrs. Eugene Flood entertained with a Coke party at
the home of Mrs. Harney in
Lexington.
A tea was held at the
fellowship hall fo the First
Baptist Church, Murray, by
Jones,
Helen
Evelyn
Hogancamp, Eva Hale, Beth
Belote, Ann Taylor, Margaret
Ann Lyons, Mary Hamilton,
Kathryn Outland, Dorothy
Harris, Melba
Washer,

.124:42

Opening Monday, Sept. 19th

Olympic Plaza — North 12th Street
Open 10-6 Mon.-Fri.
9:30-5 Sat.

gain more ground, knowledge.
Think big, but do not step so
briskly that you overlook
details.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
.
Influences, somewhat adverse now, suggest that you
avoid antagonizing others. U
necessary to assert your
viewpoint during discussion, do
so dispassionately.

r::
O
_
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The Gelb Strategy A
WASHINGTON — A top Carter policy
maker has devised an arms control
strategy that offers escalating
concessions to give the appearance of
progress in SALT negotiations with the
Soviet Union in order to avert
congressional interference.
The secret "SALT strategy paper"
drafted by teslle H. Gelb, director of
the State Department's politicomilitary affairs office, affords a rare
peek into unguarded thinking at upper
reaches of the Carter administration.
Dr. Gelb's 15-page memorandum,
dated July 26, boils down to these two
impellitives: first, agreement with the
Soviet Union in the strategic arms
limitation talks (SALT) transcends
mere military considerations; second,
restrictions imposed by Congress must
be avoided whatever the cost.
Specifically, the Gelb strategy would
extend the present SALT I treaty, due
to expire Oct. 3, "through informal
means" rather than "formal extension,
with the prospect of critical
( congressional)
hearings
and
restrictrite amendments." Such an
administration effort has long been
known. But Gelb makes specific how to
pull it off: show some progress on
current SALT II negotiations. The Gelb
strategy implies such progress is
possibly onlk IV severely liMiting U. S.
cruise missile deployment.
This
proposal
generated
astonishment and distress within the
Carter administration when Gelb's
paper was circulated six weeks ago.
Nevertheless, the strategy being
hammered out at high-level meetings
last week as a first cousin of Gelb's
(though the Defense Department is
demanding major changes i . Moreover,
friendly Congressmen are being
privately consulted this week about
"informal" extension of SALT I.
The "interim accord" curbing
intercontinental missiles was signed at
Moscow in 1972 as SALT I. If a new
SALT II treaty placing overall limits on
strategic weapons is not agreed on
before Oct. 3, SALT I will expire. This
.1
s generated a mood of deep alarm as
flected by Gelb's strategy paper.
'No progress on SALT by October
further straining overall EastWest relations and, in turn, inhibiting
cooperation on other bilategal issues,"
Gelb wrote."Notwithstanding efforts to
downplay its significance, no progress
would
magnify
the
negative
international
and
domestic
repercussions of a failure to meet the
Oct. 3 deadline."
But Gelb, the former New York
Times correspondent who is now a
mastermind of
'
President Carter's
diplomacY, assert; than even with
"some progress by October, it is
doubtful that a SALT II agreement
could be reached sooner than early
1978." What's more, Gelb makes this
unusual admission: "The U.S.S. R. has
not accepted the major elements of the

Sunday School
Lesson

U. S. proposal and has not even
responded to some."
Therefore, Gelb's solution, reflecting
the administration's concern about
second-guessing from Capitol Hill: "We
should plan to extend the interim
agreement (SALT I), preferably
through
parallel,
non-binding
declarations,
avoiding
formal
extension that would legally require
congressional approval."
But Gelb recognizes that extending
SALT I would be dangerous if there
were no significant progress in SALT
II. -Informal extension would almost
certainly be attacked for failure to
obtain congressional approval, while
formal extension would provide
opponents a platform for criticism of
the SALT process itself and the conduct
of U. S. -Soviet relations. Most
worrisome is the prospect that formal
approval of an extension might be tied
to congressional criteria for an
eventual SALT II treaty."
Thus, on top of major retreats made
so far, the Gelb paper suggests still
more concessions in hopes of giving the
impression of progress.
"We would almost certainly have to
back down on counting heavy-bomber
variants" — the Soviet Bison and Bear
bombers — as part, of—the overall
strategic total. "To induce the Soviets
to a lower MIRV (multiple
independently targeted vehicles) we

FROM THE
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happiness of the man who has realized
his own utter helplessness, and who has
put his whole trust in God."
3. Hunger. (Verse 21a).
If a man is hungry, nothing except
food will satisfy him. Uncomfortable
and discontented, he looks to his environment for the satisfaction of his
hunger. One who hungers after
righteousness is aware that he lacks it
and cannot be happy without it. Those
who hunger after righteousness "shall
be filled," meaning their hunger shall
be satisfied completely. Unfortunately,
only a comparatively few hunger for
righteousness. May God fill our hearts
with a yearning for righteousness such
as we have never had!
4. Grief. (Verse 21b.).
- There is no need to attempt to prove
the reality of pain, sorrow, and grief.
These things have visited our families,
and we have experienced them in our
lives. This verse refers to that unpleasant and severe experience of grief
which is too great for concealment, and
is revealed by sobbing aloud. Grief is
real to the saved and unsaved, but the
Christian is "calm in grief because rich
in trust."
5. Persecution. (Verses 22-26
Christ warned His followers to expect
and be ready for trouble, hatred, and
persecution. In persecuting those who
are faithful to the Lord today, the world
employs brutal jest, biting sarcasm,
and cruel sneers. It is impossible to live
for Christ without being subjected to
social ostracism,sneers,and scorn; but
persecution for the sake of Christ and
His righteousness is not something to
whine about. A genuine Christian
provokes opposition because his godly
life is a constant rebuke to the
.selfishness and sin of others, and
because what he is, says, and does
WrVP
a.rebuka_tathaigsiafuLisay-oL
life. Those who stand up for Christ will
be rewarded of doing so.

The Editor's
Notebook'.

to

Gasoline-Fuel Oil
Costs May Skyrocket

REP. JAMES M. COLLINS (Team)
"...A complete study of Presidedt
Carter's energy plan shows that It costs
$377 billion in the 8 years until 1986. An
excellent analysis was prepared by
Milton R. Copulos of the Heritage
Foundation.'Here is a summary of his
report." (The condensed report
follows):
While the administration has
repeatedly emphasized that the taxes
will be rebated,the fact is that in many
instances they will not be returned.
The simple fact is that the majority of
the tax revenues under the Carter plan
will wind up in the Federal coffers and
quite possibly eventually be used for
social programs.
There are essentially three forms of
tax on oil. The first is the crude oil tax
at the wellhead; the second is the
industrial users tax; and the third is the
tax on utilities which burn oil. The
Cater administration has indicated that
all of the revenues from the wellhead
tax are to be rebated to the public.

inion Page

Congressional
Record

( A Column for Readers Who Haven't Tone
Review the Congressional Record
Daily)

Hope In The
Midst Of Despair
Luke II: 17-26
After the days of privacy were over,
Christ appeared on a level spot,
overlooking the beautiful Sea of
Galilee, not far from Capernaum. Many
people of all sorts were attracted to
Him; some by His words and others by
His works. Knowing that they were in
search of happiness, Christ proceeded'
to inform them that true happiness is
based on and grows out of a right
relationship with God and others. He I
told His followers the kind of people He
wanted them to be and the kind of lives
He-wanted them to live. True happiness
depends on an inward condition rather
than on outward circumstances or
material possessions.
In this lesson our Lord directed the
attention of His listeners and readers to
the following:
1. Healing. (Verses 17-19)
In the multitude who entered the
presence of Christ were those who were
afflicted with various diseases and
those who were possPssed of demons.
Out of His heart of great and compassionate love Christ healed those who
needed it. Through the centuries our
Lord has kept on healing the bodies,
minds, and souls of people who have
needed such.
2. Poverty. (Verse 20).
The first characteristic of a citizen of
Christ's kingdom is that he is conscious
of his spiritual poverty. He recognizes
that he does not have any sOritual
resources of his own, and, for that
"reason, wholly relies upon God. He does
not boast of his talents or attainments,
because he knows that he does not have
anything which he has not received.
Christ does not prOnounce a blessing
upon a conceited, proud, and §elfsufficient person, but upon the one who
is conscious of his own insufficiency,
and his inability to cope with lite,and
who fully trusts in God in Whom ample
strength and help are found. ."Ho, the

could agree not to count the 120
disputed silos at Derzhayna and
Pervomaysk against the (MIRV
ceiling."
The more startling concessions come
on the cruise missiles, the amazingly
accurate drone aircraft that have
become a replacement for the junked
B-1 bomber. The Gelb strategy would
stitch in to a new SALT II treaty
(lasting eight full years) a 2,500.
kilometer limit on air-launched cruise
missiles. It would also restrict them to
as few as 10 missiles per B-52 bomber
and 30 per wide-bodied aircraft.
Beyond this, Gelb calls for "an added
element of compromise." He suggests a
600-kiometer ceiling on cruise missiles
launched from non-heavy bombers as
part of the eight-year treaty — not
simply as part of the three-year
protocol previously offered. Another
compromise might be the statistical
inclusion of each wide-bodied plane
carrying cruise missiles as one MIRV
and each B-52 armed with cruise
missiles as three MIRVs.
The Pentagon has protested that the
cruise missile is vital now that the B-1 is
dead, but there is pessimism about
overriding the Gelb strategy. The
ultimate decision is up to Jimmy
Carter, who may soon clarify what he
really thinks about these complicated
questions of life or death.

HEARTLINE Is a service for sailor
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered la these
columns, write HEARTLINE. 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed In
Ibis column.
HEARTLINE: I am thinking of
buying a health insurance policy, but
I'm worried. What happens if an '
insirance company goes broke? — C.

However, on closer examination this Is
not exactly the case. First of all, there
is a provision in the legislation to allow
the administration costs for collecting
and rebating the tax to be deducted
from receipts. As a rule, the
administration of a program at the
federal level accounts for 15 per cent of
that program's budget.
A second consideration in regard to
the wellhead tax on oil is the concept of
opportunity costs. The tax will be paid
over a period of one year and will be
rebated with an individuals income tax.
As a result, the individual incurs a very
real cost — that of not having the
money on hand during that year.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that a minimum 25 per cent of total
collections of the wellhead tax
represents a real cost to the public.
A;third consideration is that the tax
on industrial users of oil is not rebated
and is therefore a real cost to the
abusinesses subject to it. Since It Is
eventually going to be passed on to the
consumer.It is a real cost to the public.
The cost of the Carter program will
be $377.31 billion over the next 8 years.
This is over $5,390 for every American
family.
Perhaps what is most significant
about the Carter program is the total
lack of incentives for exploration or
development of new supplies of oil or
natural gas.
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Reports are that Saudi Arabia is
discovering each year as much new oil
as it produces from existing wells, if not,
more, while we squabble over new
ways to tax cars off the highways and
force fuel oil users to turn down their
thermostats.

Isn't It The truth
My good friend and critic down the
road, the retired Wyoming cowboy,
stated that the principal function of a
watch is to remind us that time does not
stand still, that it is always either too
early or too late.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
.
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
yphilosoghy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with ah editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that

By GENE MeCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The producers of the television serial,
-Washington': Behind Closed Doors,"
insist that it is pure fiction. But many
viewers cannot help seeing it as a thinly
disguised version of the facts of the
Watergate scandal.
That is fortunate.
The boundary between fiction and
non-fiction has been blurred by many
serious writers of late — the new
reporters who write non-fiction like

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Stanley Hargrove, Ray Lynn Hill,
Glen Roy Lee, and Michael Alexander
are Calloway men inducted into the U.
S. Army in the September draft call,
according to Mrs. Gussie Adams, chief
clerk of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
The tax bills for the year are being
sent to the people of Calloway County,
according to Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield
and his staff.
Deaths reported include William
Walter Culbertson, age 73, and Pat
Gingles Morris,age 68.
New officers of the Murray
Ministerial Association are the Rev.
Lloyd Ramer,the Rev. William Porter,
and the Rev. T. A. Thacker.
The Mavis Moore Antique Shop will
open September 19. It is located on
Highway 121 directly across from the
Jaycee Fairgrounds.

20 Years Ago
PFC Jean S. Alien, son of Mrs.
Neddie M. Allen, ht4 been assigned to
the Seventh Infaatry Division of the
Tenth Cavalatty in Korea.
Deaths reported include Orvis
Purdue, age *4, Horrace A. Kennedy,
age 71,and Walter E. Taylor, age 82.
Murray tennis players won over
Mayfield yesterday taking eight out of
ten matches. Murray players were
Julian Evans, Dave Maddox, Joe
Farmer Olt, Lubie Veal, Jr., Joe Pat
Ward,'Bob10IcCord,and Chuck Simons.
Miss Dortha Parker is doing her.
practice teaching at Rockwood, Tn.,
toward her degree in home economics
at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville.
-The Wings of Eagles" starring John
Wayne, Dan Dailey, and Maureen
O'Hara is showing at the Murray Drive
In Theatre.

30 Years Ago
The second case of poliomyelitis for
this season has been reported in
Calloway County, according to local
officials.
Pictured today is the new industrial
arts building at Murray State Teachers
College which has just been completed
with the assistance of the Federal
Works Agency.
Today marks the culmination of a
dream of Hafford Parker. He has just
moved into a modern garage building
at the corner of Seventh and Main
Streets, several times the size of the
building that he has occupied for the
last twenty years. His sons, Joseph,
James, and John, will assist him in the
business.
The Key Quartet and the Nance
Quartet will be featured at a gospel
singing Sunday, at . Story's Chapel
Methodist Church.
Girl Scout registration will, be bold-September 20 at the Girl Scout club
house-in the Murray City Park.

novelists, the novelists who incorporate
real people into their stories.
But the impact upon the public of
such writing is minor compared to the
impact of fictional documentaries
presented over television.
It is part of our craft in the editing
and reporting of the news as
newspapermen to distinguish clearly in
our own minds and in the minds of our
readers between what is objective fact
and what is subjective impression,
supposition or opinion.
We think it is essential to maintain
that distinction, essential to clear
thinking
and
communication.
Unfortunately, semi-documentary
novels for television tend to break the
distinction down, and foster folklore
that is bad history. We don't know
anything that can be done about it
except to point it out and deplore it.
0+0
A learned fool is one who has read
everything and simply remembered it.
—Josh Billings
0+0
Depsite Chicago's reputation for the
efficiency of its political machine, it is
doubtful that the city pioneered the
technique of keeping it running
smoothly with federal oil.
Other cities, too, are under
investigation for misuse of federal job
funds designed to ease unemployment.
But Chicago, traditionally expert in
its distribution of patronage jobs,
apparently had perfected the art to a
high degree.
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall has
ordered Chicago to repay almost $1
million spent to provide jobs as political
rewards and to pay salaries for tasks
ordinarily performed by city employes.
Other jobs in the park district were
filled by persons already on the public
payroll.
Theirregularities such as those that
plagued Chicago's $129.5 million public
service job program spur skepticism of
Washington's economic stimulants.
The probes promised in New York
City, Atlanta and Gary should
discourage abuse elsewhere and
restore, confidence in the benefit
potential of government spending.

Bible Thought
And the Lord, he it is that doth
go before thee; he will be with thee,
he will not fail thee, neither forsake
thee ... fear not ... Deuteronomy
31:8%
When. eerything else fails us.
God remains faithful. He is always
with us.
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A. State insurance commissions run
regular audits on all licensed
companies to make sure they have
enough money in reserve to pay claims.
If a company is getting into financial
trouble, the commission can issue a
"stop writing policy order," which
forbids that company from writing any
more policies until its financial
condition reikhes a certain level.
For people who have problems
understanding their health insurance,
Heartline has developed "Heartline's
Guide to Health Insurance." This book
covers the major question you will have
concerning the purchase of health
insurance, Medicare supplement and
disability income policies. There is also
a'policy checklist in this book which will
help you in asking questions of an
insurance agent that calls on you.
To order your copy, send $1.50 to
"Heartlinel Guide to Health
Insurance," Box 4994, Des Moines,
Iowa 50308. This book is completely
guaranteed. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I have been trying to
convince my- 82-year-old aunt to
prepare a will, but she keeps putting it
off. Don't you think everyone should
have a will? —K.R.
A.There really isn't a good reason for
not having a will made, but many
people
don't.
Most
of
us
do not like to think about dying and
leaving our belongings to relatives.
If a person does not make out a will,
the law arbitrarily distributes his or her
property according to prevailing
regulations. This could mean that
Cousin John may wind up with
something that you wanted to go to
Cousin Bill.
Making a will may reduce expenses
and save money. Without one, your
heirs will not be able to sell, distribute
or handle property without the expense
of asking a court for permission. qote
baying a will could mean higher estate
and inheritance taxes.
If you do have a will, you should
consider keeping it current. Wills that
might have been valid years ago might
review.
periodical
a
need
Circumstances may have changed to
the point that certain things originally
named in the will no longer exist. Or,
you may now have something of value
that you did not have when you made
the will up.
As time goes op, you should consider
changes in finances and in the nature of
your assets. Changes in the needs of the
beneficiaries, family situation,
residence or the death of witnesses or
beneficiaries should cause you to
consider making a new will.
HEARTLINE: I am a retired Civil
Service employe and am drawing my
annuity. I am drawing an annuity with
survivor's benefits because my wife is
still living. When I die, how long can my
wife continue to draw ner survivor's
benefit? — C.R.
A. Your wife will be able to draw the
benefit as long as she lives. The only
thing that can stop her benefit is if she
would remarry before the age of 60.
Remarriage after the age of60 does not
terminate a widovet or widower's
annuity. An annuity that is terminated
before age 60 can be reinstated in case
of divorce, annulment or death of the
spouse, or if the widow or widower pays
back any lump-sum benefit that was
paid upon termination of the annuity.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday,September 16th, the
259th day of 1977. There are 106 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940, President
Franklin Roosevelt signed the Selective
Service Act, which set up the first
peacetime military draft in the nation's
history.
On this date:
In 1630, the village of Shawniut,
Mass.,changed its name to Boston.
In 1638, thefuture French king, Louis
XIV, was born.
In 1850, slave trading was forbidden
in the District of Columbia.
In 1862, the Civil War battle of
Antietam began in Maryland.
In 1919, the American Legion was
incorporated by an act of Congress.
In 1945, at the end of World War II,
Japan surrendered Hong Kong to the
British.
Ten years ago: A hurricane packing
winds up to 80 miles an hour hit the
eastern United States.
Five years ago: liugoslav hijackers
forced a Swedish airliner to fly to
Madrid, where they surrendered.
One year ago: The House of Deputies
of the _Episcopal- chureh-appreved-the -ordination of women as priests and
bishops.
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Weaver Pulls Team Off

Field, Orioles Forfeit
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles took
a walk and ended up in a tie
with the Boston Red Sox for
second place in the American
League East.
"I couldn't afford to leave
my players out there,"
Baltimore— Mane-gee Earl
Weaver said after the Orioles
walked off the field and
forfeited their game to the
Toronto Blue Jays Thursday
night. "I might have saved
someone's career."
Weaver refused to let his
team take the field in the
bottom of the fifth inning when
umpire Marty Springstead
refused to grant Weaver's
request to remove a tarpaulin,
anchored by bricks, covering
the mound in the Toronto
bullpen down the left-field
line.
The game had been played
in a steady drizzle and Toronto
led, 4-0.
"There's only four feet of

TEMPERATURE
Day or Night

DIAL 753-6363
Courtesy
EOPLEtiBANIC
DI MILT

IT.
-411

space between the foul line with a home run into the leftand the molind," Weaver said. field bleachers to lift the
-I had a guy ( left fielder Royals to victory after Pete
Andres Moral slip out there LaCock's single scored Willie
last night and wasn't about to Wilson with the winning tally
let it happen again. I: you in the llth inning of the
. can't go four feet and catch a opener.
The double victory stetched
ball, there's something
Kansas City's winning,streak
wrong."
While Baltimore took ii-9-0—to46-games,the longest in the
loss by sitting in the dressing major leagues since the New
room, the Red Sox walloped York Yankees won 18 straight
thy AL East-leading New York in 1953. The Royals also
Yankees, 7-3. The Boston reduced to seven their "magic
victory palled the Red Sox into number" for clinching the
a tie for second with American League West. Any
Baltimore, 2Lis games behind number of Kansas City
the Yankees.
victories or Chicago losses
Boston's Denny Doyle totaling seven will give the
cracked a bases-loaded triple Royals the title.
to key a six-run Boston
Cowens' homer off loser
explosion and bury the Doug Bair, 3-4, was his 23rd of
the season. Bair also was the
Yankees.
The victory salvaged the
final game of the three-game
qapv Set
series with New York.
In
other AL games 'SEA
(AP) — The
Thursday, Kansas City swept Seattle Mariners will meet the
a doubleheader from Oakland, Los Angeles Dodgers Sept. 17
7-6 in 11 innings and 5-4 in 10 at Tempe Stadium in Arizona
innings: Minnesota crushed in the opening game of the 1977
Chicago 7-2 and Texas Winter Instructional League
defeated California 6-4.
season.
Luis Tiant, 11-8, earned the
The bulk of the Mariner
Boston victory with late- roster will be filled by players
inning relief help from Bill who competed in the minor
Campbell. Yankee reliever leagues this season.
Sparky Lyle, 12-5, took the
Bobby Floyd, who managed
loss.
the Mariners' Class A
Royals 7-5, A's 6-4
Northwest League pennantKansas City swept a winning team at Bellingham,
doubleheader from Oakland, Wash. this past season, will'
Seattle's
needing extra innings in both manage
games. Al Cowens led off the instructional league club.
10th inning of the nightcap

losing pitcher in the first
game.
Twins 7, White Sox 2
Butch Wynegar drove in two
runs with a pair of singles and
Rod Carew drove in one run
and scored two to back Geoff
Zahn's six-hit pitching as
Minnesota downed Chicago.
Rangers6,Angelt4 ...
Mike Hargrove's 16th home
run of the season and Willie
.Horton's two-run single
over
Texas
sparked
California. Rangers starter
Nelson Briles, 6-4, who needed
help from reliever Andrian
Devine, gave up six hits in six
Don
innings, including
Baylor's 22nd homer.
John Caneira, 1-1, took the
loss.

Central
Shopping
Center

Hours:
9-9
- Iton.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

e
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BASEBALL
CHICAGO — Oakland A's
owner Charles 0. Finley was
reported in satisfactory
condition after a four-hour
operation to replace a main
branch of the artery supplying
blood to his heart.
A team of six surgeons led
Dr, John Sanders
by
bypass
the
performed
operation at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital

I.

st

Sunday

SOCCER
NEW YORK — Forward
Ringo Cantillo, who led the
New Jersey Americans to the
1977 American Soccer League
title, was named the ASL's
Most Valuable Player.

Sept. 18

Tiger Freshmen Upset
6-0 In Opener At Heath

Specials
7 Days A Week

Ken-Tech

Digital Clock
Radio

After losing 8-6 to Calloway County last week in overtime,
the Heath freshman team evened its record at 1-1 with a 6-0
win over visiting Murray High Thursday night.
Midway through the second quarter, Heath had the ball
with a fourth and four on the Murray High 35. The Pirates got
the first down with a pass completion on the Tiger 10.
On a second and goal situation, the Pirates fumbled and
Murray High recovered. But on a third down play, the Tigers
gave the ball back to Heath on a fumble.
On a third and goal, the Pirates punched the ball in for the
only TD of the game. The conversion failed.
For the entire third quarter, Murray High had possession
of the ball but could get no deeper than the Heath 20-yard
line. After that, neither team had another scoring opportunity.
"I think the fact it was our first game had something to do
with it," Tiger coach James McClure said.
"I was not at all pleased with the way we played," he added.
The Murray High freshmen will seek to even their record
next Thursday when they host Benton to a 6:30 p.m. contest.

Fresh Ky. Lake
Catfish
Childs Plate
Swall Orders
Large Orders
Also All You Con Eat - All At Reasonable Prices

Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant
On Niways 68 & 80
In Aurora, Ky.
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highway) But it
tank helped it
Opel's bigger gas
measured Range
we
when
aiull
do well
car can go on
(or how far a
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who
Subaru and
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first. And when
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mended maintenance
driving,
miles ot normal
tor 37,500
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firsta
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way
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Well alright, if won.
this way. Rabbit

could very well be
This, however, Because the first
event
our favorite
want to know
thing most people"What'll she do?"
'about arty car is. accelerate?
How fast does it
How sensitive Is
How's it corner?
And—for Opel—the
the steering?
questions is
answer lo all ol these
you • surprising
'Quite well, thank
that our
So well in fact,
by a
watWarely nosed out
little-Opel-ballyhooed for Is prowess
car much
•

ee
totals, the VW rely
in the ins poin three points(with
beat our Opel by
equipped cars • lour
of
Calif emission
did finish ahead
points) And Opel
in
regarded opponents
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tested
-Car
the areas we
of this whole 5
So it the point convince you that
Showdown was to
against
hold its own
our Opel could
competitors
better-established
definitely be
should
that Opel
wander out to
considered when you we've made it.
think
shop . well, we in California.
Results will vary
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When General
Motors comes
right out there
and says the Volkswagen
Rabbit is the best car they
tested, it must be true.
TheY're the biggest car
company in the world,
so they ought to know
Of the 5 cars GM
tested. the Rabbit
got the hippest possible scor4s in all of
these important categories.
• 1) Most interior room
2) Biggest trunk capacity
3) Least interior noise
4) Fewest needed
maintenance stops
5) Best acceleration
6) Best hill climbing power
7) Best steering quickness
In short, the Rabbit won for
lust about every last thing
you'd want a car to do to
hold lots of people and things,
to go quietly like the wind, to

GENERAL MOTORS
NAMES
RABBIT
BEST OF FIVE
ECONOMY CARS
TESTED
•

• • 1..4.4, pc ••••••r•

WO Chestnut

handle superbly and to not
need a lot of fussing over
All in all, there is hardly anything you can ask of a car
that the Rabbit can't deliver
We are grateful to General
Motors for proving what we
suspected all along
It takes a very big company
to admit publicly that our car
is better than their oar ,
And we want to take tbis
opportunity to thank them
publicly for saying so
•

VOLKSWAGEN
DOES IT
AGAIN

Carroll VW-Audi
Inc.
Oh.

Thrift
Motor
Oil

Thrift
Motor
Oil
Reg. 31$1.00
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Up Season Record To 2-1

Laker Frosh Take
Win Over Lone Oak
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times sports Editor
Stan Outland is • a firm
ver in the old saying
•practice makes perfect."
And while his Calloway
County freshman football
•
•
tb.e
team may not be exactly
perfect, they were at least
THAT'S BLOCKING - Here's the execotios of is ploy: iiloarterbock Tim Holm* is getting rowdy to Mod Ike boll off to She..
winners Thursday evening as
Morton who is in the right comer of the pictwo. The bole is off right tocklo. taker end Mike Perms (117) opens op the hole on
they took a 6-0 home win over
the right and tackle RwWy Mooning *pews it op more on the left. Going io tbsi bole to lead block is hawk Thu McAlister who is
Lone Oak.
partially hidden by Holm,* in the picture. Storting from the left, Laken ere left 'wird Wostley Bowdon, motor Mork Roberts
At halftime, the game was a
(53), right guard Morty McCuiston (60), right tackle Randy Manning (70), McAlister in the hole sod end Mike Pierson.
tie and Outland did
scoreless
(Staff Pet. by Mike Stymies)
not like what he had been
watching for the first half. He
felt his club was making a few
too many mistakes and
breaking down a bit on
defense.
When the first half ended,
everyone started toward the
water. I told them it wouldn't
do any good to stop at the
water jugs. I told they they
could either play football or go
-- -watch -- the cheerteaders,"-Outland said.
Bengals
38,
Browns
10
quick
We
think
they'll
do
again,
this
time
in
a
this
year.
By BRUCE LOWITT
So what did the Laker freshCleveland
collapsed
on
the
mild upset by the Dallas only so-ag.
AP Spots Writer
men do at halftime? They
final
weekend
of
1976,
Cowboys.
after
its
Buccaneers
21,
Eagles
17
It will be no surprise to
That upset is nothing, Call it intuition. Call it chances of sneaking to a played football. For the entire
anybody to find that the
half, Outland had his club
Oakland
Raiders
and however, when compared to lunacy. The feeling is that division tj,Uewent out the behind the goal post and they
window.
fn
1977
the
collapse
what's
going
to
Tampa
Bay,
charged
up
over
happen
in
Minnesota Vikings will be
did nothing but scrimmage.
picking up right where they Philadelphia. That's right! its victory against Baltimore a comes 1 wetits earlier.
And in the second half, they
Be
24,
Lions
13
Tampa
week
ago,
will
Bay,
your
friendly
sustain
the
left off last January.
did
manage to look much
The
tam most likely to beat
The Raiders will win with neighborhood doormat of a mood. And with a pair of
better, both on offense and
Minnesota
to
a
division
title
year
ago,
is
running
backs
like
Ricky
Bell
is
going
to
beat
the
ease. The Vikings won't.
and Anthony Davis, the Bucs Chicago, full of promise and defense.
The San Diego Chargers, Eagles.
Calloway won the game's
Detroit just seems
There's
your
Upset
Special
have the right to some
chock full of hope,will be shot
opening
coin toss but Outland
to
go
along
of
the
Week
in
this
reaching
opening exultation.
full of holes by the Oakland
elected to give the ball to Lone
mediocrity
round
of
National
each
season.
This
Football
Steelers
28,
49ers
10
juggernaut. The Vikings, the
Oak.
Pittsburgh is hurting — but one's no different.
last team to feel the Raiders' League action. Now the
Our defense has been
not so much that it can't stifle
swords, will get cut to the details:
Rams 24, Falcons 7
coming on a little better than
San Francisco on Monday
Raiders 34, Chargers 16
Having Joe Namath's the offense and since it was
San Diego's got a few good night. The defense is almost as
GOLF
horses with newcomers James good as last year, which is to signals called from the bench Lone Oak's first game, I felt
is like putting a Picasso in a they might be a little jittery.
BLACKPOOL, England — Harris at quarterback, Bob say close to sensational.
parking lot. Nevertheless, We hoped that if we played
Jack Nicklaus and Tom Klein at tight end, Johnny Colts 31,Seahawks 23
Freeway
Joe will overcome defense, we could keep them
Watson teamed to destroy Rodgers at wide receiver and
Seattle's got the offense to
handicap.
the
in the hole for the first half,"
their opponents 5 and 4 in the more. The defense, though, is scare a lot of teams — and a
Patriots U,Chiefs 14
Outland said.
last match, staking the United still suspect.
defense that terrifies the
Will Steve Grogan be the
It worked, at least for the
States to a 3L-2-1L2 lead over
Oakland's the same old Seahawks' fans. Put Bert
Great Britain-Ireland in gang on both sides of the line Jones, Lydell Mitchell & Co. in sensation he was in 1976? Yes, first quarter. But early in the
opening-day action at the — but what a gang. Ken front of that defense and if he can avoid getting hurt. second period, the Purple
Kansas City may not lay a Flash drove all the way down
biennial Ryder Cup golf Stabler will chew up San watch the points pile up.
hand on hip all day.
to the Laker 12-yard line.
matches.
Diego's secondary and the 3-4 Cardinals 31, Broncos 28
Dolphhis 24, Bills 14
The Americans' lead came defense will hit the Chargers - Technically, this is an upset
Tailback Sam Boss then broke
Once again it's O.J. Simpson loose around the left side and
in Scotch foursomes, in which with the old 1-2.
pick since the odds-makers
each two-man team plays
waltzed into the endzone.
Cowboys 24, Vikings 20
like Denver by a point or two. against the world. Miami is a
alternate shots on the same 'Minnesota's got a habit of But we don't see it that way. shot-full-of-holes team, but at However, there was a clip on
ball.
blowing the big ones, namely Until the Broncos show least it's a team, not a One- the play and the Lakers got
Other American victories four Super Bowls. This one they've got a quarterback and man show.
new life.
Saints 21, Packers 16
were scored by Dave may not be as big but it's still that they can stop one like St.
"That was a very big play.
Hank Stram thinks a good If they would have scored, we
Stockton-Jerry McGee and a pretty good indication of just Lcuis' Jim Hart, we'll stick
preseason record can lead to a would have been down at least
Lanny Wadkins-Hale Irwin.
how the greying Vikes will do with the Cardiac Cards.
good regular-season record. 6-() at halftime and they would
For one game,it can.
have possPgsion of the ball at
Redskins 27,Giants 10
the start of the second half,"
Washington's the Over-The- Outland said.
Hill Gang. Call the Giants the
The clipping play and a
hill.
motion penalty left Lone Oak
Oilers 20, Jets 14
back on the Laker 25 and after
With Joe Narnath or without going four plays,they gave up
him,the Jets are grounded.
the ball on downs to the

Vikings Underdogs For
Opener, Raiders Picked

Lone Oak had the ball on clock for the win.
Lakers on the 16 just before
"I thought we had several
the end of the half.
--their own 35.
Disaster almost strudk
"Shane Morton had been good performances on offense.
again on The opening Xacond -running—from them at cur- McAlistei had a tittle—more-half kickoff. Jerry Babb of nerback. He was on my side confidence with his running.
Lone Oak took the kickoff on of the field and I told him to He gained about 60 yards.
his own 26 and returned 74 blitz. Well, he spr;nted in and Also, Tim Holsapple did a
yards for an apparent TD. they just happened to try a little bit better job at quarHowever, the 'Flash frosh pitch out. The ball hit him terback. He had his plays
were called for a clip and the right in the chest and he down somewhat better,"
ball was moved back to the happened to catch it," Outland Outland said.
Richard
Lone Oak 40.
"Defensively,
said.
After going absolutely
When Morton caught it, Young had five tackles and a
nowhere in three plays, Lone nobody caught him. He fumble recovery, Larry
Oak tried to punt. The punter streaked 35 yards into the Sanders had four unassisted
dropped the ball and was encizone and the Lakers had a tackles, and *arty McCuiston
tackled on his own 30. On the 6-0 lead. The conversion run had four tackles and a fumble
second offensive play fdr failed.
recovery," Oatlind added.
Calloway, Tim McAlister
With about a minute left in
The Laker frosh are now 2-1
scampered 29 yards for an the game,the Lakers fumbled on the season.
apparent TD. It was called and Lone Oak recovered at the
The jayvees play at Lone
back because the Lakers were Calloway 47. But on the second Oak in a 6:30 p.m. game
caught foz„ holding.
play, the Oakers fumbled and Monday while the Laker
"After that, I was about Randy Manning recovered for freshmen will host North
ready to pull out the rest of Calloway. The Lakers let the Marshall at 5 p.m. next
what little hair I,haie_left,"_ final few_ seco.nds..run_Dff_the_11litsday.
Outland said.
"I thought we were going to
have another overtime
game," he added.
Early in the fourth quarter,
with the game still a scoreless
tie, came the big play.

Finley Undergoes
Heart Operation

BEST GAME - Tim McAlister(with bell) hid his best pew'of the sessile es be picked op sheet
60 milt on the ground in the labor freshmen's teem 6-0 win over Lone Oak. Other takers it. the
picture include Marty McCuiston (60),Shone Morton(34)and Lorry Senders(U).
(Staff Meta by blIk. lesedee)
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the NCAA Regional.
Just to show you ho
tough they are, they won
five out of six games
over national champion
Arizona State, seven out
of eight with Vanderbilt
and four of six from
Southern Cal," Reagan
said.
said
the
Reagan
definite travel plans
have not been finalized
yet but there probably
will be room for fans
who would like to make
the trip. Several parents
of players have expressed interest in going
along at a reduced
group rate.

Finley went into surgery
about 7 p.m. CDT after tests
earlier in the day indicated
arterial blockage.
A spokesman for Finley,
said, "Dr. Jerry Smyth felt
the surgery to be needed now.
Finley was admitted to the
hospital's coronary care unit
Sunday, after complaining of
chest pains.

MINUTES
POPULAR,..ACRES OF idyl
PRICES ^ TENTS I avy THRILLS • LAUGHS 100
Postured and General Admission TicAols on sale Circus Day Al

"The problem has been
serious for some time prior to
his entering the hospital,"the
spokesman said.

Showgiounds One Mow PriOr 10 P0110“1111000

* SAVE

ADVANCE ntIttli AT MUCH ?NUS TICKETS ON SAlt NOW

SAVE *

Bank of Murray - Downtown, Peoples Bank - Downtown, Scott Drug Downtown & Chestnut, Murray Supply Lawn and Garden Center

it."•'%..*"•.
•
1 •• 1%,.
1%,‘
Seven Seas
Now Offers

All You Can Eat
fe*FRIED CATFISH FILLET
*FRIED ROUNDER FILLET
*FRIED CATFISH STEAKS
*FRIED FIDDLER CATFISH

.39.

Our Catfish Steak and Fiddler Catfish are fresh from
Kentucky Lake. Dinners are served with salad bar or
slaw, baked potato or french fries and mouth watering
hushpuppies.

Our Seafoods Are Transported
Directly From The Gulf Coast

"Our players are
really excited about it.
We haven't really had a
southern trlp, in a few
years because money
has been so tight and
most of the kids on this
year's club haven't
really traveled very
far," Reagan

Open
4p.m. daily

soid.

Reagan said he would
take approximattely 20
players on the trip.
After the trip, th'e
'Breds return here on
March 17 and then open
the home season March
the
against
21
University of Illinois.

4:30 Si 8:00 p.m.
Murray-coilowoy County Jaycees Presents

CHICAGO (AP)- Oakland
A's owner Charles 0. Finley
remains in satisfactory
condition today after a fourhour operation to replace a
main branch of the artery
supplying blood to his heart.
A team of six surgeons led
by Dr. John Sanders
performed
the
bypass
operation at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital Thursday
night,a spokeswoman said.
Finley,59, was resting in the
hospital's coronary intensive
care unit,she said.

Murray State Baseball
Team To Play At Hawaii
Johnny Reagan isn't
going to have any
problems with anpme
not wanting to practice
baseball.
In fact, they'd be
willing to practice in
snow if necessary. Of
course, Reagan has
never really had any
problems anyhow of
getting
people
to
practice, since the MSU
baseball program has
always been a winner.
And it is because of
that winning tradition
Murray State will be
making perhaps, its
nicest trip ever.
Next
March, ,,the
'Breds will be playing at
the
University
of
Hawaii.
The
Thoroughbreds
will leave from Nashville and fly to the nest
coast on March 9. • On
March 10, 11, 12 and 13,
the 'Breds will play
doubleheaders
'to
Hawaii.
"We were invited hy...
them to come over. It's
a
very
prestigious
thing," Reagan said.
. "Last year, they were
ranked number ,one 4
the nation for most of
the season before they
lost to Southern Cal in

*MURRAY - Jaycee
Fairgrounds
SAT. 64 One Day
Only
SEPT.£
Shows at

4
eurn
#etts
Restaurant
753 4141

Iv
4
01M
IL411

For The Best of
The Catch
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Key 641 N

L
%
i
.
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Freed's Four Hits Gives Cards Split
ST. LOUIS(API — Maybe the St. Louis Cardinals, who are
searching for right-handed hitting, need look no farther than
their own bench.
Roger Freed, a husky reserve, was given one of his
, nfrequent starts during the second game of a twinight
doubleheader against the Pittsburgh Pirates after the Cards
lost the 4-3 opener Thursday.
When Freed's night was over, he not only had helped his
club rally for a 10-7 victory to gain a split but established
turnseld as a contender for a regular job in 1978 on the basis of
a 4-for-4 performance at home plate.
Freed's roles, although sporadic, have accounted for a
team-leading .403 batting average and four game-winning
RBI,including a triple with which he was credited Thursday.
His third straight single ignited a seven-run rally during
Which 12 Cards went to bat in the sixth. Then, after Hector
Cruz socked a three-run homer, Freed capped the explosion
with a two-out blow that skipped past right fielder
Ken
Macha anti scored two runs to snap a 6-6 deadlock.

OPEN SEASON TODAY — lie Merrily State cress canary town will open Its seism today whit a dual mot et Mosses State.
Top row, left to right, are graduate assistant Don Welter, Pat Chimes, Dave Warm, tá Massa,Tony Roane,!Me Vowel',
Dave Rafferty and Coach Bill Cornell. Front row, Steve Clerisafeli, kiwi Ratter, Martyn Brewer, Richard atarieston and Jerry
Oda.
(Staff Mitt* by /Mks Orrombra)

English Brigade Deep In Talent

THE FIRST
TOYOTA GRAN
PRI)(
•

Racer Harriers To
Be OVC Contender
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
If a poll of all coaches in
every sport were to be taken,
you'd probably find the ones
who most fear injuries coach
football. Next on the list would
be cross country coaches.
An injury to one good man in
cross country can mean the
difference between a national
championship or not even

TIMEX
REPAIR
3 Weeks Delivery

MICHELSON'S
iffyie•p
r

placing in the NCAA meet.
Bill Cornell isn't talking
about national championships.
if
But
his
team manages to stay healthy
and avoid injuries, they could
very well place among the top
10 teams in the nation.
Last year, injuries and
illnesses took their toll on the
Racer harriers. But even yet,
Murray State managed to
finish a strong third in the
Ohio Valley Championships.
This year, Murray State
could be the favorite in the
OVC. if there are no serious
injuries.
"Barring injuries and
sickness, we hope to go
through and including the
OVC meet, undefeated,"
Cornell said.
"That's a big statement to
make when you consider the
third meet of the year is the
Indiana Invitational. All the

Mickey Pierce's
Body Shop
*Fiberglass of all types
*Free estimates on small jobs
*Satisfaction guaranteed

Call 753-5303
Locust Grove Road, Just off 121-S

NOW!
Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Someone has observed,"if you get up in the
morning and look in the obituary column,and
your name isn't there,then this is a great day!"
In reality, every day ought to be 'thanksgiving
day" for us. We are the most richly blessed
civilization in human history.
When our son and his date returns safely —
that's thanksgiving When our daughter says,
"I love you" — that's thanksgiving When we
have food, health, shelter, and clothing —
thaq thanksgiving! When not one American is
fighting in a war — that's thanksgiving When
the crops are harvested — that's thanksgiving
When we have adequate medical attention
— that's thanksgiving When we can worship
— that's thanksggring When we can unselfishly help some poor struggling soul —
that's thanksgiving! When we can appreciate
the grandeur and glory oSGod's creation —
that's thanksgiving! When we love every person on earth — that's thanksgiving. When we
can see the good — that's thanksgiving
in everything give thanks: for this is the will
of God in Christ Jesus concerning you." (I
Thessalonians 5:18)
"A merry heart maketh a cheerful countenance: but by sorrow of the heart the spirit
is broken."(Proverbs 15:13)
It's the greatest thing in the world
tots, a Christian.

top teams in the OVC, SEC good on that particular dhy.
and Big 10 will be in the meet. We have such depth and such
But if things go as we hope, we good talent, there's no telling
should be the team to beat. I who will finish where.
"Odlin has the best
expect East Tennessee to be
our biggest contenders not credentials but Brewer and
Indiana Rutter have the experience
the
only
in
Invitational but the OVC meet and they both want to be
number one. I know both
as well," Cornell added.
West Kentucky won the OVC Brian and Martyn are
title last year. Chris Ridler counting on being Allfinished first and Tony American this year and
Staynings was second. Both Charleston learned a lot last
are finished with their year. In fact, he beat Rutter in
the OVC meet.
eligibility at Western.
"We know how tough
Dave Long, who Rashid
fourth in the OVC meet, is Rafferty is and we know how
injured and out for the year tough Warren is. It's just a
and a freak accident has matter of how much luck we
forced Jon Slaughter, who have," Cornell added.
finished sixth in the OVC last
"Our goal is to win the OVC
year, out for this season.
then finish among the top
Slaughter was out training three in the NCAA Regional. If
one day and was attacked by a we can do that, I think we can
dog. Slaughter, who nearly finish among the top 10 in the
lost an ear in the accident, had nation. Our Regional along
over 60 stitches and has not with the one the Pac-Eight
yet recovered from the teams are in is the toughest in
incident.
the country," Cornell added.
So, with a couple of injuries,
The Racer harriers open
Western will no doubt their season today with a dual
surrender its OVC title.
meet at Arkansas State.
East Tennessee, which
The first home meet will be
finished in second last year, October 14 when Cornell's
had men place third, fifth, alma mater,SIU, is here for a
seventh and 11th. All four of dual encounter.
those runners return, meaning
the Bucs will be a very strong
contender for the title.
The reason MSU expects to
be a contender is simple:
depth.
Returning
are
AllConference (top 10 in OVC
meet) runners Brian Rutter,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP —
Martyn Brewer and Richard There
could be a lot more at
Charleston. Rounding out the stake
than just a football
top five runners are freshman game
when Corbin meets
Englishman Jerry Odlin and
Middlesboro in a high school
sophomore transfer Dave football
headliner tonight.
Rafferty.
The winner of this annual
Here is the way they skirmish
has advanced to the
finished Saturday in the five- Class
AA finals the past two
mile time trial:
seasons. Middlesboro won 14-7
Odlin was tied first in 23:45 in 1975
on the way to ar
along with Rutter, Charleston
unbeaten regular season that
third in 24:10, Brewer fourth was
spoiled when Scott County
in 24:34 and Rafferty fifth in
won the state championship
24:39.
game 22-20.
The rest of the top 10 in the
Crobin won it 10-9 last
trial were: Dave Warren sixth
season and went on to win thf
in 24:47, Mitch Johnston
state title by edging Mayfier.
seventh in 25:00, Pat Chimes 6-0.
eighth in 25:10, Tony Keener
—Jefferson County AAAA
ninth in 26:72 and Mike Vowell N. 1
Trinity hosts Westport
10th in 26:59.
on Saturday, No. 2 St. Xavier
Just what do all these times
entertains Seneca, No
mean?
Southern meets Central, No 4
Rutters' time of 24:32 is an Bishop
David travels to
improvement of nearly a 'Western
and No. 5 Valley is at
minute over his time last year Butler.
on the same course.
—State AAAA: No. 2
Charleston's time is an
Owensboro is at Madisonville
improvement of 30 seconds and No. 3
Bowling Green is at
and Johnston's time is three
Owensboro Apollo. No. 5
minutes better than last Lexington
Lafayette is idle.
year's.
—State AAA: No. 1 Lloyd
Brewer did not run the hosts
Newport, No. 2 Fort
course last year because of Thomas
Highlands is at
illness, Rafferty was ineligible Newport Catholic, No. 3
because he was a transfer and Montgomery
County hosts
Warren was not here as was Russell, - No. 4 FranklinChimes.Both Warren and Simpson -entertains rugged
Chimes came to Murray Warren
East and No. 5
during the spring sememster. Elizabethtown
welcomes
"They are all bunched so Glasgow.
close together I don't really
—State
AA:
No.
think we'll have a top runner," Bardstown
hosts Fort Knox,
Cornell said.
No. 2 Caldwell. County
"They'll be switching back entertains
Trigg County- end—
and forth and I think it's going No. 5
Somerset is at Laurel
to be a matter of who is feeling
County.

Cruz, who will probably be challenged next year by Freed
for St. Louis' right field position, marveled,"That man can
hit. Nobody can be out of the lineup for a month and come
back and go 44or-4!"
The Cards' comeback from a 6-1 deficit at the expense of
Pittsbirgh starter Grant Jackson and reliever Larry
Demery, 6-5, further dimmed the Pirates' hopes for
overcoming the Philadelphia Phillies'lead, now eight games,
in the Nitional League East.
"It's been that way for a while," said Dave Parker of
Pittsburgh's steep odds."We did well considering the loss of
personnel. We lost two key ballplayer* in (Rennie) Stennett
and(
Stargell. I think that's made the difference."
Beta.* Cruz and Freed combined forces in the nightcap,
Pirates left-hander John Candelaria, 17-5, stopped St. Louis
in the opener with final-out relief from Rich Gossage.
Eric Rasmussen, 10-16, was St. Louis' loser in the opener,
and rookie Johnny Sutton, 2-1, the third of four Cards
pitchers,the winner in the second game.

See Formula One racing at its best October 1 84-2 at
Watkins Glen, New York.
_ The Toyota _Grand Prix of The United States is the new
name of the United States Grand Prix, held
since 1961 at the Glen.
The world's best Formula One
drivers—in the world's fastest
Formula One cars—will sprint
for 200 miles, at speeds up to
200 MPH. They'll be racing for
points to determine the World
Championship of Formula One
drivers.
Andtyou can experience it all—
excitement, glamour, celebrities,
sights and sounds—with the exclusive discount ticket package from your
participating Toyota dealer.

Save up to $11.50!
That's right, you can save
up to $11.50 per person on
this exciting race weekend.
This exclusive discount ticket package is available only at your participating Toyota dealer.
Buy a Toyota discount ticket package and
get substantial savings on a general admission
ticket. And with its purchase, you will also get a free racing garage tour pass, plus
half-price savings on reserved grandstand seats.
Whether you're going alone, or taking the whole family, your Toyota discount
ticket package gives you a savings you can't afford to pass up.
But you'd better stop in at your participating Toyota dealer soon. While he
still has a supply of these exclusive discount ticket packages.
And while you're there, check out all the pacesetting Toyota cars and trucks.
Especially the Celica GT Liftback, the Official Pace Car of the Toyota Grand Prix.

SEE IT AN
SAVE!

There's A
Little Bit Of

Middlesboro
To Give Corbin
Rugged Test

Ir7-4

The Grand Prix
In Every
•-•-•

CELICA.

YOU ASKED FOR IT
YOU GOT IT. .

T
O
Y
O
T
A
GRAND PRIXFORMANCE.
T TOYOTA MOTOR SAL
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0VC Coaches Left Grouchy And
Hoping For Some Improvement
By The Associated Preas
It's not yet basketball
season, but Ohio Valley
Conference teams have
rebounding on their collective
minds heading into' this
weekend's football games.
OVC teams lost four times
and tied once in seven games
last weekend, leaving coaches
generally grouchy and bent on
improvement.
About the only happy people
around are Tennessee Tech's
DOWN HE COMES — Sam Boss of Lone Oak was not the boss here. Making the tackle for the
Don Wade, whose club
Loiters is defensive end Lorry Sanders (88). Rushing in from behind is Tim McAlister (40).
battered Western Carolina 41(Stuff Photos by Mao insilles)
21, and Eastern Kentucky's
Roy Kidd. His Colonels, the
defending OVC champions,
earned revenge in a big way
last week by pummeling
Delaware 24-7.
Morehead's
Wayne
Chapman, while happy that
his youthful Eagles managed
a 13-13 tie with heavily favored
Akron, recited the old
coaching bromide about a tie
"I didn't really think about over New York. Schmidt's game not equalling a victory.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
200 until the ninth inning, after homer, his first at home since • The other OVC coaches,
AP Sports Writer
The first 200 victories were I got past Rick Monday. Then July 31, made a winner of however, would have been
the hardest, said Tom Seaver. it dawned on me," Seaver rookie Randy Lerch,9-5. Craig
-It wasn't easy. I'made it noted.-- -- ---Swan fell to 8-9.
The decision not only
tough on myself because I was
Expos 5, Cubs 4
wild and high most of the enhanced Seaver's record, but
Rookie Stan Papi's runnight," the Cincinnati right- prevented the Dodgers from scoring single with two out in
hander said Thursday night moving closer to the National the ninth boosted Montreal
after reaching the milestone League West pennant. Their over Chicago. Jerry White led
with a 3-2 victory over the Los "magic number" for clinching off the Montreal ninth with an
the West title remained at four infield single and remained at
Angeles Dodgers.
Perhaps Seaver's 200th games after the Reds won first as Will McEnaney and
major league victory wasn't their fourth straight from the Dave Cash struck out.
his most artistic, but it did Dodgers and took the season
But White then stole second
provide - him with a new series, 10-8.
and scored easily on Papi's
"At least we did that," said game-winning hit off loser
stature. Only four other active
major leaguers have reached George Foster, who scored the Bruce Sutter, 7-3. _
that cherished level --. winning run in the seventh
Astros 6, Giants 3
Ferguson Jenkins. Gaylord inning. "We just hope it
Bob Watson's two-run
Perry. Jim Kaat and Catfish continues into next year."
homer in the seventh snapped
In other National League
Hunter.
a 3-3 tie and led Houston over
And Seaver doesn't plan to games, the Philadelphia
San Francisco. Watson's 18th
Phillies beat the New York
stop there.
homer of the season came off
"If I stay healthy the next Mets 8-2; the Pittsburgh
Giants starter Ed Halicki, 14five years. I can win 300 with Pirates beat the St. Louis
11, who also surrendered a
this club," Seaver insists. Cardinals 4-3 in the opener of a
two-run blast to reserve
"My health is important to doubleheader before losing
catcher Ed Herrmann in the
me. My legs and arm have to the second game, 10-7; the
sixth inning.
Montreal Expos nipped the
stay strong."
Braves 8, Padres 7
The triumph was the 18th in Chicago Cubs 5-4; the Houston
catcher
Rookie
Dale
24 decisions for Seaver this Astros turned back the San
Murphy hit his second home
season and his Ilth since Francisco Giants 6-3 and the
run of the game and his major
joining Cincinnati from the Atlanta Braves edged the San
league
career in the top of the
IJ
New York Mets on June 15. He Diego Padres 8-7 in 10 innings.
10th inning to give Atlanta its
Phillies 8, Meta 2
had hoped to reach the 200victory over San Diego.
Mike Schmidt slammed his
victory mark before the
‘
't
Murphy, who had homered
season ended, but didn't 35th home run of the season
drilled
in
the
his
seventh,
specially dwell on it before with two men on in the fourth
inning, carrying Philadelphia second homer off Rollie
the game.
Fingers, 8-7, after the Braves
had rallied to wipe out a 7-1
deficit with five runs in the
eighth and a run in the ninth
on Willie Montanez' two-out,
write
run-scoring single.

Seaver Records 200th
Victory Of His Career

thrilled with a tie. East
'rennessee fell 37-21 to North
Alabama, Chattanooga
battered Western Kentucky
27-3, Delta State mauled
Murray 38-0 and TennesseeMartin stopped Austin Peay
n-10.
This week's schedule has
Austin Peay at Mars Hill, East
Tennessee at Furman, Middle
Tennessee at TennesseeMartin, Western Kentucky at
Akron, Eastern Kentucky at
Wittenberg, Morehead at
Marshall and, in the only
home game, Tennessee Tech
entertains Youngstown.
Murray is idle.
For an opening game,
considering our overall
inexperience, we made very
few mistakes," said Austin
Peay's James Donnelly."It as
those few major errors,
however, the killer ones, that
caused our problems."
Donnelly, understandably,
spent the week trying to iron
out those killing mistakes in
preparation for Mars Hill,"an

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(AP) — The Charleston
Charlies have - won the
International
League's
Governor's Cup.
The Charles swept four
games of the best-of-seven
playoff series against regular
season titlist Pawtucket,
beating the Red Sox 4-1
Thursday to end the series.
The Charles, who won 27 of
their final 34 games, got two
runs in the first inning and
added two insurance runs in
the eighth to beat the Sox.
Right-hander Roy Thomas
went the distance for
Charleston, shutting out
Pawtucket through eight
innings and finishing with a
five-hitter.

NOTICE*
Effective Oct. 1, 1977, the Murray
Sanitation Dept. will no longer accept
the use of 55-gallon drums as refuse
containers for residential or commercial use.(Ordinance No. 375)

City of Murray
Sanitation Dept.
753-5127

MODE L
425E499

2

2

FIELD
COAT
33

2
2
2
2

4

2-ply army duck.
Rubberized game
pocket,
license
pocket, and three
front pockets with
_12 elastic shell
Hunter
carriers.
Brown in sizes
36 to 46.

MENS
STANDARD

Win Cup

Box 307 Murray, KY 42071

and will face another
While his team celebrated
defensive-minded
club the big win over Western
Saturday in Akron. The Zips, Carolina — "you wouldn't
incidentally, battered Western believe how rowdy the bus
29-16 last season to begin ride was," Wade said — the
Western's current three-game Tennessee Tech coach was
loss streak.
looking ahead.
Eastern's Kidd warns that
"We've got to return to
revenge can work a team to earth quickly, however,
heady heights and that because Youngstown State is
Wittenberg may have a tough," said Wade."They are
surprise or two waiting for the big and strong and they beat a
Colonels.
good Villanova team 113-101
"We really put it to them last week.last year (28-0)," said Kidd,
"and just like our kids felt
AUTO RACING
about the Delaware game, I
ROME — Austrian Niki
know they (Wittenberg) will Lauda said he has left Ferrari
be out for revenge."
and signed a contract to race
Marshall has revenge on its with the Brabham-Alfa.'
mind preparing for Morehead, Romeo team in next yeat's
which battered the major world
Formula
college Thundering Herd 31-14 championship.
a year ago.
Lauda said the only reason
"We're making mistakes, for his divorce from the
but we've eliminated a lot of Ferrari team was his poor
them," said Morehead Coach relations with the company'
Wayne Chapman. "In fact, management. He denied that
we're eliminating them a lot he had decided to change cars
more than I thought we would to prove that he could do well
at this time."
with another team.

HUNTING
&CAMP!

MENS
STANDARD

Free for the Asking!

excellent football team."
Roy Frazier said he was
disappointed that his East
Tennessee defense continually
failed to correctly read the
North Alabama offense.
"North Alabama did some
things we had not expected,"
said Frazier, whose Bucs face
a Furman team that gave
Wake Forest a battle before
dropping a 24-13 decision last
week.
If there's anything Middle
Tennessee Coach Ben Hurt
know
doesn't
about
Tennessee-Martin, he can call
on Austin Peay's Donnelly for
a briefing. But Hurt probably
doesn't need a refresher
course. His club lost a 38-3
nightmare to Martin last year.
"I'd say we have problems
with our whole offense," said
Western Kentucky Coach
Jimmy Feix, who has now
suffered three consecutive
losses during the longest
losing streak of his career.
The Toppers managed only a
field goal gainst Chattanooga

FIELD
TROUSERS

11 33

Matching trousers with rubberized front and
seat. Suspender, 4 arge front pockets, zip
fly. Hunter Brown
sizes 30 to 42.
STANDARD VEST &
GAME CARRIER
6 66
MENS VINYL SAFETY VEST . .
77t
MENS STAY ALIVE ORANGE
JONES HAT
2 66

2

MODEL
2009

Colemone

STOVE or LANTERN
88
YOUR
CHOICE

The Coleman stove—lightweight, portable, easy to handle. The lantern is easy, safe, long working—spreads 100 ft.
circle of light.
COLEMAN 1 GAL. FUEL . . . . 1.66

RUBBER PACS

500

WORLD FAMOUS

GUN RACK
88
REG. 13.88
Deluxe 4-place gun rack with shell
drawer, locking bar—the best of its
kind. Drawer has lock and key. Easy to assemble.

3
3
3

3'

4.
4,

41

41

5
5,
51

METRIC MAGNUMS

CONVERTAPOINT
ARROWS

BEAR
ARCHERY

2722799,

YOUTHS, BOYS, b MENS

FULL LACE

3

MODEL
2205-195

DOUBLE MANTLE

3
3
3

Designed for use with compound bows. Strong, tough,
lightweight. Features 5"
Weathers fletched to a proper helical. 29" or 31", six
arrows per box.
Not exactly as illustrated.

BEAR
ARCHERY

Rog. 59.88

5488
BLACKTAIL BOW
Excellent for bow hunting or field shooting 44
inches in length and 50 lb peak weight The
bow features a 50 let-off

VALUES TO 7.99

This Bank is Open
any
hour

Insulated uppers fur
extra warmth. Steel
shank and reinforced
toe. Sizes 11-2, 3-6
7-12.
By Indian
Archery

PEOPLES BANK'

Aluminum
Arrow

TELLER 24

of any
day!

Pup Tent
12-, 16- or 20gauge shells

EOPLES
ceANK
UREAY
C

KY.

South Office

929

Reg $2.66
$197
Aluminum arrow painted with
plastic fletching. Field point.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

6.4embe, BANC& US At.soc.an,

iANK/461Ellon

North Office

Base Size 5' x 6'
Model No. 121
Made With Flame
Retardant Materials

753-8777

Equal Opportunity Employer
Lima Rights Reserved
Acres of Free Parking

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sundays

Aln
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Ed Freeman Worked His Way To Greatness
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By L J. Bonin
Edward Milton Freeman,for 36 years
reporter, city editor, news director and
managing editor of the Tennessean at
Nashville, died November 1, 1976,
recognized and praised as one of the
nation's outstanding newspaper men.
A graduate of Murray State College
in 1937, Freeman was editor-in-chief of
the College News, reporter and editor of
the Ledger & Times, and, for a short
time, staff member of the Inland
Empire in Richland, Washington.
The story of Freeman's life is a saga
of an American youth who overcame
the awesome odds of the Great
Depression, World War II, and the
hectic pressures of a metropolitan news
room, in the climb to, the top of his
profession.
John Seigenthaler, publisher of the
Tennessean and widely known writer
and television interviewer, said at the
time of Freeman's death: "I was
trained as a reporter by. Ed Freeman,
and in a real sense I am indebted to him
for whatever basic skills I developed as
a journalist."
Amon Carter Evans, president of the
Tennessean, said: "Ed Freeman
dedicated his professional life to the
goal of making the Tennessean a better
newspaper. He gave his talent, energy
and loyalty to that task every edition,
every day."
Edward Milton Freeman was born
March 11, 1914, in Vanndale, Arkansas,
a son of C. K. and Mary Craig Freeman.
While quite young, Ed moved with the
Freeman family to Marshall County,
Kentucky, where he attended
elementary school and graduated from
Calvert City High School.
When he entered Murray State on
February 19, 1934, the nation was in the
midst of the depression. Strong, alert,
soft-spoken and energetic, young
Freeman worked day and night to
make his way. He fired furnaces, slept
in a basement room, did odd jobs, and

worked for the NYA at about 25 cents
per hour.
Freeman was editor-in-chief of the
college News in 1935. He also was
managing editor, business manager
and publicity assistant of the student
newspaper during his college days at
Murray State. Pay — if any — for work
on the newspaper was minimal,
probably 25 cents per hour.
One day he advised his journalism
teacher that he wanted to hitch-hike to
Washington, D. C., to interview
President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Although warned that the odds were
great against the possibility of getting
to see the President, Freeman went to
the White House, interviewed Mr.
Roosevelt; came home, wrote the
story, and published it in the college
paper.
Commenting on her husband's trip to
Washington, Mrs. Freeman recently
wrote: "As for Ed's trip to Washington,
I have nothing to add except for the fact
that he did hunt for a business school
and succeed in finding a typewriter on
which he wrote his introductory letter
to Roosevelt."
Two or three years later, Ed told an
interviewer about his experiences in
getting to talk with President
Roosevelt. "Young man, if I had your
nerve, I'd now be president," Col.
Starling of the US Secret Service
remarked in response to Freeman's
request to see FDR. Starling
complimented Ed for his grit but told
him he had about as much chance as
the Panay of seeing Mr. Roosevelt.
Freeman asked permission to write a
note to Marvin McIntyre, the
President's secretary. . . Ed found an
office with a typewriter and envelopes.
He wrote the letter, and the President
got the message! In the letter Freeman
explained he came from Mr. Barkley's
country. Shortly thereafter, the young
Murray journalist was summoned to
the President's office and had a cordial
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and friendly visit and interview with
the President of the United States.
Ed told FDR about the Gilbertsville
(Kentucky) Darn and about his love and
respect for Mr. Barkley. Freeman later
told an interviewer that Roosevelt said,
"If you ever see me on the street, don't
hesitate to walk right up and speak to
me."
As "publicity assistant" to the
journalism professor, young Freeman
was superb. He would dig up a good
story, check the facts, often running
across campus to interview a source.
Then he would write it for the College
News, making carbon copies with
photographs for mailing to area
newspapers.
An avid reader and an excellent
student, Freeman made high grades
and participated in campus politics. He
was elected president of his junior
class.
Upon graduation with the A. B.
degree June 3, 1937, Freeman got a job
with the Murray Ledger & Times, a
weekly newspaper at that time. For
three years his assignments at the
Ledger & Times ranged from reporter
to editor.
Under his direction, the weekly was a
good newspaper — filled with lively
news, in-depth features, and excellent
makeup. Soft-spoken and dignified, the
young editor was liked and respected
by the townspeople and community.
In answer to a help-wanted ad,
Freeman hitched-hiked to Richland,
Washington, to accept a job on the
Inland Empire News. He didn't stay
long and came back home the same
year — 1940. There was an opening on
the Tennessean. Freeman applied for
it, accepted the offer and the young
Horatio Alger was headed for the top.
Within a few weeks he received a
cash award from the president of the
Tennessean for outstanding work on the
newspaper. After three years as
reporter, he was promoted to city editor
with the night desk assignment.
The world was ablaze with World War
II and he was called to active duty as an
ensign in the Navy in May, 1944. For
two years he served in the Atlantic and
Pacific and was discharged as
lieutenant junior grade in 1946.
Returning to the Tennessean, he
worked as city edtior, late at night. In
1955 he became day editor and after ten
years of magnificent desk work, he
became managing, ,editor of the
Tennessean in December, 1964. In 1973
he was promoted to the position of news
director in addition to the duties of
managing editor. The joint position was
his until his death November 1,1976.
Freeman was chosen one of the Ten
Men of the Year by the Davidson
County Business and Professional
Women's Club in 1960. In 1968 and 1969,

Old

Carriage House
311 N. 186

tie was selected as one of 40 newspaper
editors chosen as jurors for the Pulitzer
Prizes in Journalism. His area of
judging was in international reporting.
He was a charter member of the
Middle Tennessee chapter of Sigma
Delta Chi, national professional
journalism society.
Mr. Freeman's widow, the former
Lois Farley, is a native of Murray, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Farley.
Other survivors are a daughter Mrs.
Mary Elizabeth Blank, Columbia,
Tennessee; a son, Mike Freeman,
Decatur, Alabama; two sisters, Mrs.
Ona Ball and Miss Oina Freeman,
Hickory, Kentucky; two brothers,
Clarence Freeman, Benton, Kentucky,
and John Freeman, Pana, Illinois; and
four grandchildren, Bethany Reynolds,
Nashville, and Andrea, Mike, Jr., and
Patrick Freeman,Decatur, Alabama.
In an editorial entitled "Mr. Ed
Freeman, Newsman," the Tennessean
described its famous managing editor
as "a newspaperman." Said the
editorial: "As a reporter, he had a
steely-nerved determination which was
the envy of many of his less bold
colleagues. As city editor and
managing editor, he was poised and
assertive, with a masterfulness that
was both fearsome and reassuring to
those working under him. He was
demanding but he was fair."
An example of his courage and
devotion to duty was seen in 1946 when
he returned from the war to the city
editor's desk. In August of that year,
returning vets in McMinn County
marched with their guns in the streets
of Athens, Tennessee, to throw out a
political machine that they accused of
"rigging the election." The Tennessean
said: "Freeman was yanked off the
desk and sent posthast to Athens,
where for a while he was in as much
danger as he hadever lived through at
sea during the previous two years,"
Freeman took notes "while bullets ang
near his ears as enraged veterans
rampaged through the streets."
City Editor Freeman, also an .ace
reporter, wrote: "The machine
4 political} had gone on a vacation — a
permanent one — and the people were
like young eagles in their first flights,
reveling in the first fruits of being
free."
. . . And so the name of Edward
Milton Freeman will live, from now on,
in the , Memorial Scholarship
established in his honor. Winners of this
scholarship will have the opporunity,
too, of working as a staff member of the
Nashville Tennessean where Ed
"reveled in the first fruits of being
free."
His name — EDWARD MILTON
FREEMAN — has a noble heritage:
Edward I a name of Kings in England);
Milton (The name of one of the great
poets of all time); Freeman (a man in
early times who was born free.).
Ed lived, fought and labored bravely
to be truly a news man, and he was a
FREEMAN.

Brigham Young University
has a permanent campus in
Hawaii at Laie, on the island of
Oahu. One thousand students
are enrolled and represent
nearly 25 cultures throughout
Asia and Polynesia.
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Edward Freeman (at right above)is pictured with Dr. L J. Hortin after they
had placed a memorial wreath on the monument to Nathan B. Stubblefield, Murray genius credited as inventor of radio.
The photograph was made while Freeman was a journalism student of
Hortin at Murray State College. The date was probably March 28, 1936,
when Freeman was editor of the College News. Stubblefield died on March 28, 1928, and the monument was placed on the Murray campus adjacent to the site of the home of Mr. Stubblefield, on March 28, 1930.
The monument was moved a few years ago to make more room for the
parking lot on the campus.
Mr. Freeman received the Bachelor of Arts Degree from Murray State
June 3, 1937. As a student he was reporter, managing —editor, business
manager, publicity assistant and editor-in-chief of the College News, official student newspaper of Murray State.

Alumni Director Vinson
Pays Tribute To Freeman
Alumni Director Mancil Vinson today
explained the origin and background of
Freeman
Memorial
the
Ed
Scholarship, "onr first for the
Journalism Department."
Mr. Vinson's comments on the
project follow:
"In 1972, the Murray State University
Alumni Association received a gift of
665.19 for the purpose of establishing
financial assistance for deserving
journalism
majors. Our first
opportunity to complete the objective
was through the development of the Ed
Freeman Memorial Scholarship
initiated by Mr. Freeman's family and
friends at the Tennessean where he
served as reporter, city editor, news
director, and managing editor for 36
years.
"The scholarship, our first for the
Journalism Department, is most
appropriate since it is a meaningful
plan to permanently remember one of
Murray State's most distinguished
graduates in Journalism. It affords us a
way of giving which has both the
interest of young people planning a
career in Journalism and the memory
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of a great newspaper editor at heart.
"The scholarship was officially voted
by the Murray State Alumni Council on
January 27, 1977; however, the
scholarship and the proposed summer
employment for the annual winner
were planned at a luncheon meeting
called by Mr. John Seigenthaler,
publisher of the Tennessean and Mr.
Lloyd Armour, Executive Editor May
13, 1977. Representing the Alumni
Association
were:
Association
President, Senator Pat McCuiston;
Professor Emeritus of Journalism, Dr.
L. J. Hortin, Murray State University;
Director of Alumni Affairs, Mr. Mancil
Vinson, Murray State University.
"The family of Ed Freeman was
represented by his widow, the former
Lois Farley of Murray, and daughter
Mrs. Mary Beth Blank, Columbia,
Tennessee.
"At the conclusion of the luncheon
meeting at the Sheraton Motor Inn at
Nashville, Mr. Seigenthaler presented
a check in the amount of $2,156.62 for
the Tennessean and friends.
"Additional gifts are being received
and the family and the Tennessean are
notified of each donation."
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Turkey & Dressing
Join s After Church
el (I'
LL
%e
Fse Pointy
•••••
753-7992

J

God Is Love

Bibles & Climb Seppks
Reference S, Inspirations! Books
s.t

C.A.

Sq...

We Special Order Promptly

753-7722

‘oono

Boyd's Auto Repair

Kentucky fried Ckiektx

Gerreld floyd-Oweer
-Cemplide &demerit Trunsmissiee Service
-Freed lad AEgnmean
-Complete Tses-Up & Rolla Service209 S. Itk

COMPLIMENTS

,Paschall Truck Lines

"It's Finger Lichin' Good"
Try Der Dehcisin Met end Hem Seadwicess

753-1751

Sycamore at 12th

Radiator 8. Auto Gloss Servics

Rt. 4

Wells Electric

Thy Shalt Not Steal

402 N. 12th
753-4845

753-1717
Murray, Ky.

Call in Orders 753-7101

7

2

American
Motors

Cain-AMC
Jeep

Nereet-likateder-Gremlo-Jerm-Pecer Worms
Top Wean Used Can
Pesos 753-64411
BM Claim/ter Rd.

Carroll Tire Service

Murray Cablevision

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
-------C

Heating, Air Conditioning, Shoot Metal
8th & Chestnut
753-4332

4
Creative Printers, Inc.

/Pr
-,...._

Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

Chestnut St.
753-1215

So 12th & Story
153-6655

Corvette Lanes

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

Storey's
Food Giant
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance
Whirlpool Soles & Service

Kelley's Termite &
. Pest Control
753-3914

Worship Regularly
Jesus Saves

Theatres

.
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut
Phone 753-8181

Air C"a".0",•tt

gee. m9.Comentertiei

Refrigeration

Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lents, Donald A. Moss and Larry Sinter, mown

Word-Elkins

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

641 North - 7512654

Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 • 753-8944

Try Jesus

Phone 753:1713

403 Maple

Famous Fish Dinners
Ow Hwy.6140 Asters

753-3037

Bel-Air Center

Photos 414-2202

Open 9-9
Mon.-Sat.

Acres of
Free Parking

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

1-6 Sun.

Shop For The
Entire Family

"Go To Church Sunday'.

Randy Thornton Service Co.

(;Ra444' Restaurant
Quasar

Uncle Jeffs Sliopping Center

Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.

Let us Entertain You
Murray

Honor Thy
Father and Mother

"Bowling At Its Best"
,
Ph. 753-2202
1415 Main St.

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

401 Olive - 753-5312

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

100 So. 13th St

500 Main
753-3231

Murray Electric System

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-228S

We us* plastic
wood treatment for
mold fungus

Member FDIC

Rebuilt Engines-Ratfiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.
753-4424

1 2 Block(of S. 12th
1/
Phone 753-1489

at

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Murray Auto Parts

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd
753-2752 or 753-3571

"For All Tar Fertilizer Needs"

103 Maple - 753-1933

753-8777

Tiny Tot
Day Care

Control
Shopping

Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed
6:30a.m. -6:30p.ra.
753-1904
407 N. 12th

Center

753-7175

Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store

Big John's

Toys 8. Gifts
for Everyone

"Home if Ovate , Econemy
1, s•trciiiins"

Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight

Dixieland Center
753-9896

Thornton Body

Lynhurst Resort

Shop

CM. and Mrs Themes Brews *ewers
4341-2345 and 434-5376

24 Hour Wrecker Service
Body Work Paintina
-,1-24416. 2112 Coldwater BA 751-7464
1110-Ak Sopplas Cease.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

1.6 We•bdwys
753-8391
We WWI shacks,
Illsiffiera
ete.

one
phec
Gsle.KB y:s,Rdrus,rGe
.Wet
T.ehilaenas
ol.

Kenlake Marina

Swirly Gismos, Callosiey, awash,Carlisle Comities in Ky. and
Newry.Co., Tenn

J.W. WILHAM- MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS

753.435) or 247-4350
4

•

Ky. Lake State Perk

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Sere* Ferst Faulles Siam 1551

Ph. 474-2245

holerstrial Rd.
V.

753-2914
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PRLGRAM SCFELIME Clit'eEL 11

Schedules For The Week Of September 17-September 23

Septenter 19-23

WKMS Program Htglilights
Sept. 16-22
Friday,Sept. 11
WTVF-S
KFVS-12
WPSD-6
WSM-4
WSIL-3
WNGE-2
7 p.m. Options "Psychedelic
6:39-Swwwww Serester
5:5$-Agriarlter• V. S. A.
Sommeter
cse-Semair
-Weer".
6:15
Drugs & Witchcraft Among
7:11111-hrerhisedis
1:00-lug. Benny
b30-News
6:X-Obiten's Gospel 7:55-Sdroberse Reck A 6:25-Fara Digest
I:00-C.O. Deers
POO- Mr. Magee
South American Indians" Dr.
6:30-Pik Pentber
7:00-Al Star Lefts
11:011-11abh Pants & Waits 7:00-leg.low
sos-Sant*
1:30- The Sheri*
Michael Homer is an
7:N-C-111.
Bears
POOMagee
Mr.
I:30- New Arbies
9:1:41- bow Meads
9:15-Sdrelhoese Sock
9:30-Sperm healeety
at the new
anthropologist
0:00-lull,
Pests
0:30-Shrebimis
10:00-!WW1 Super
10:118- hefts Seri She.
10:08-bAsewsilerras 0:30-I am the Greatest
school for social research in
0:30
Aocermy
10:10-Sheri Lewis
1140- Weekend Special 10:55-Sciterres• Reck MX-be Now Arcades
11:00- Wachs
am she Greatest:
New York. He hae lived with
10100-0almoRrinals
10:36-Search Deur
11:30- Baristimid
11:00- Weekeed Special 9:311-1
10:14" 11:30-Fe Abort
sea*
11:110-11/eds.
11:11111- Theeder
12:30- KAA Fostrall
amazon tribes and tfitring this
1 1:311-Ansericem Osedstand
12:001i- Wrestle"
10:X-Seerch aril Resale
I I:30-Fet Abort
11:3111- Red bar Gang
4:00-Wide of Sports
12:34- KAA heart
talk he describes his
141111A -Seeder
11:411-11rader
1214-Secrete if Its
12:404:00-Wield of Sports
5:30- Newswetch
hcheish
experience there.
-led Nand
Goes
Festivel
12:30-Flr
11:30
Fencepest
The
Ate,
:3012
opf g
0:10-ThA
5:X-News1,ss
10 p.m. Nightflight 9 Heard
12:01- Net ledge
Form
Pulpy
1:00-Pulls
Orr
POO-lowneat Web
2:00- WTVF News Conf., 1:1117-111111whila
lir
12:311-Clece
Monday
through Friday this
2:10Cheese
%Mr
Lee &
• COO7:00-Fish
7:00-Fish
2:30- Gene &Wry
1:05-Nit Baseball
2:30-Pulls Afters Ions four-hour program of album
4:30-Peeler Warsaw
7:SO-°pennies Petticoat 7:30-OftwoIkol Perks. 4:0-Lass00-Pe
ny Masse
•
It to Bower
3:00-ibis Is MR
5:00- Meetings
rock also features "Cosmic
0:0-Steely rr Neel :00-Sforsit Hutch
5:00-Candid Caere
4:31-Pop Gees the Crawl
3:30-Sputa Specteneder
News
5:30
100-Nowswatch
10:00-News
News
Connections" at 12:90 where
530
5:110-Porter Werner
5:111-News
MOO-Nem
10:30-Specs: 1199
10:15-News
you can hear the first of a two
6:00- Nee New
5:30-Neshariki Meek
5: -News
10:311-Dal Kirshner
11:30-Mere
7:00-Uncle The rents 6:36- Accoof
part series on Yes.
6:06-News
641-Nee lbw
7;011-Mook Women

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY

1:00-Ill Chr
3:00-Newsweek

SAO-Mere
6:30-Teddy lart's Nero&
AIM-three
1040-News
7:00-Bionic Rhona
10:15-News
14:30-Gensareke
11:011- Mere
10:15-Disco '77
11:30- Wantsr: Dead
10:00- News
11:15-WM.% Age
Air
or
10:30-Sit. Night Use
12:0010-News
12:00-Premier-I Spy
12:30- goer & Maher
2:110-Sige Off

1

7AO-bre lles rests Ti.
0:00-Wide
10:00-News
11:30- Geasenelse
I I MI-Nash&
12:00- Geed News
12:30-With Ibis Rhg
12:15-News

-aremsemmerreri

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2

WS1L-3

WTVF-5

WSM-4

1: -Swam,Seaseeter
6:01-Fee Teo Mock %men 1:00-Wee Ridge Desist 4:54-hine Digest
7:00-Dishs the Meer. 0:30-Curl Tiptoe
6:30-Bbie Baptist Crock 7:30-Day of Discovery
7:00-Old Gospel
7:311-JeffsCellie
1:00-)mmes Robison
7:OS-Nom of Worship
0:00-Jimery Swersert
Gospel
Roberts
11:411-irebeille
-Orel
Great
X
1:
Isnoring
7:XMX-James Rebhan
11:30-Dey of INscesery
1:10-Old Tire Gospel
0:00-Utile Restals
Orr Rebores
10:N-Groat Grape Ape 9:00-Dimeasiens lidieNh 91100:30-Three Steers
9:30-Dept. Church
10:30-11alesals, Anhwei* /IX-Never of Tvelt
9:30-Res Nesberd
10:30- Tear Church
I I -Ismer & Answers 111:111-Cesch Peers"
10:36- Wormer Beat.
11:00-flU Feethell
10:30-Soper
11:30-Dee Tang
11:30-News Ceeforence
11:30-Feethell
11:00 Wet The Press
12:46-01rectimes
12:011-Seei if the thy
_
. 114.311-lbsey Spectrum - h00--XLMinette-12:38-Ahem Maim tireo 121.11kiirisr4ate7:116-AB intim Famh
12:55-Schoolhouse e.a 12:40-NFL hefts.
118-The Bea 111.0 Sheet
IPSO-berme Geogreplit IWO-Mere
2:40-Olffweed hear he 1:00-Seaday Melee
10:00- News
340-Thribasker Sports 11:40-Lest of the Wild
2:30-Lwarence Web
10:30-Perry Mara
77
beware
1:30-be
Commenders
-Made
Mere
3:30
3:30-Aword
11:30-Fees the Delos
5:30-News
Mae
nal
5:00-Cringe
5:30-Wild Rieder
12:01101- Gospel Getter
6:11111-Dieney
51311-WIld thigdes
4:40-Nerdy toys
12:40AM News
11:1111-111g beat
6:00-Nardy Boys
7:00-Sit MIMi.$ Mee
10:10-News
7:00-Sit Milks$ Men
1:1116-More
1410-Ssiceed Oty
0:00-Weds
10:1111-11esswatti
11:40-Nevi.
10:00-News
10:30-Feces
111:15-700 cha
11:00-Wrestling
12:00-New Life New
12:30- News

KFVS-12

WPSD-6
0:45-Weather
7:00- brew
7:30-Grp:NI bradig
11:3111-Pedecali Dever.
9:15-Neertee leathers
9:30-Cheaged Limos
10:06-11cart
10:30-1111C Rehire
11:00-Melt the Press
11:20- MR '77
1240-101.Farb&
3:40-Peet Game
3:15-Mire
5:00-News
5:30-News
4:00- Walt limey
PIM-Sig bent
10:00-News
1P30- brie

POO- Waterier Creep
0:30-Newt
710-Ness.Ohresisa
7:30-Nereld of Nell
0:4111-Gbest Busters
5:30-As II
9:00-1st Dept. Church
10:00-Craera Tarr
111136-face the Nellie
11:08-Ulla
1.01-Slatty Minutes
1:00-Al le the bah
1:1111-Wevie
1040-Plows
10:15-News
10:30-haseselte
11:311- Perk Affairs
12:00-Pro-Fe.
12:30-News

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2

WSIL-3

America
6:00- Geed Monies Am. 71011auk
9:00-700
7:30- Ben Shwa
10:30-Idly Feed
5:30- Green Awes
11:00-left,,Sox
9:00-filendeswetch
11:30- Ryer Nor
10:00-Nappy Dar
p 12:00-Al My Chadroo
10:30-Fata1y Feed
1:04-520001 Trwad
11:00- herr Sex
1:30-One Life to Use
11:30-Ryas's Non
2:15-Gerrit Despite
12:00-Al My Claim
of Night
I:40-120,000 Pyramid ;3:00-Edge
3:30-Idle
1,36-One Ude To Uwe
1:00-MGM Theatre
2:15-General Respite
4:00-Woks Workshop
3:01-11ge of tight
1:30-Seel Train
3:30-Iiredy herb
1:00-Bestanu
5:00- TVA
5:30-ADC News
6:00-Newswedr

•1

WNGE-2

6:30- Merty Roblin Sew
1:00-Sum Pedro less
1:00-NFL Football
10:45-liamatdi
11:15-College berth
11:45-Wrestling
12:45-P11 ChM
2:15-Networech

WNGE-2
6:30- Trek er Corr.
7:00-Nappy Days
7:30-lawn* 8. Shirley
0:60-Three's Conger
1:30- badly
0:30-Sup
10:00-lawasettli
l0:30-Ades 12
11:00-AK Mere
12:30-Pit Clul
2:30- Newswetch

WNGE-1

WSIL-3
5:30- Castes Pete
6:15-News
6:36-Plows
7:00-Se.Pedro Bras
1:00-NFL Feetril
10:45-News
11:15-Americas Angier
11:15-T1A
12:110-News

WSIL-3
5:30-Cala Pete
6:15-News
6:30-News
7:01-Isom Days
7:30-Lorre & Shirley
1:00-Three's Coroproy
5:30-Fear,
9:30-Seep
10:00-News
10:31-Mud.

WNGE-2

WNGE-2
6:30-The Moppets
7:00-Deere & Merle
11:00-AIK Moyle
10:00.- Newswetch
10:36- Adam 12
11:00-Beretta
12:10-Seel Trek
1:1111-PII,Chi
3:00- Newsweek

I

WTVF-5

KfVS-12

WPSD-6

6:00-Sereser Sriolster
6:30-Oreekfee Sew
7:00-Morning News
1:00-Capri'Iregeree
9:00-Nere's bey
9:30-Price Is Right
10:30-lass of Life
10:S5-Midday News
11:00-Smog & Restless
11:30-Sank for Temierrew
12:00-bra Pierre
12:05-11ra* News
12:30-A.the World Twat
1:30-Geri's Light
2:00-US the Feed/
2:30-Mulch Gone 77
3:00-briers.
3:30- Miserly
1:00-liess Derr.
1:30-Airy Griffith
5:00-Tel the Tres
5:74-News
6:00- hes

L2
11:30

MIXDAY
Sept 19
Si -on
Afermcon
De vot tonal
A Better

F.75830---A6
6:00
6:30
7:00

News, Sports
'Weather
Ladies ray
America's Problem
Challenges
Sign-off

TUESDAY
WEINESDAY
Sept 20
St 21
Si -cn
51g-cn
A ernoon
Afterns.exi
Devotional
Devotional
The Human
Societies in
Dimenalon
Transition
FOCUS
FOCUS
Sews, Sports
News, Sports
Weather.
Weather
Washington DeTravelure
bates: "(bmetiti,an in the Air- %cue on
lines: What Is the Energy
Public Interest?"
Sign-Off

the Arts in A Technological
Society" Guests include
John
Representative
Brademas of Indiana and
Rockefeller Jr.,
David
President of The Arts,
Education & Americans, Inc.
The moderator is Barbara
Gamarekian of the New York
Times.

A
rnoon
Devotional
Milestones
or Pmgress
News, Sports
Weather
Murray
Out doors
Sportscope

FRIDAY
Sept 23
A
De vot iona.1
Carat for
Adventure
FOCCE
Mews, Sports
Weather
Bill Purgerson
.
Sbcw
Sim-off

Sign-off

FUCUS
Mcnday
Sept 19

1. ICU Art Departrnent
2. MSU Economist
3. 'Damn lordon, Miss Kentucky

Itesday
Sept 20

1. t•VU Political Scientist
2. Dr. 'Dorn Hogancarp, WU Vim President for Adirdnistratl -v1 anti Finance

Wechesday
Sept 21

1. History. In Perppective
2. Book Beat: Michael Cohen reviews The Dragon of Eden
3. Weekly Shopping Basket

Thursday
Sept 22

1. Culture through Foreign Language with Milton Grimes
2. Murray High School Sports

Friday
Sept 23

1. Library Corner with Margaret Trevathan
2. The Rev. Ch. Janes Fisher, First thited Methodist Chunk:
,unty High School Sports
3. Callaway a

Sunday,Sept. is
7 p.m. Voices in The Vitad
This week Oscar Brand and
his guests examine the artist's
response to, and relationship
with, the audience. Guests
Sifnon
Actor
include:
Oakland, Cellist Lynn Harrell,
and Singer-Songwriter John
Hiatt.
Country music is definitely
10 p.m. Jazz Horizons Four
hours of total Jazz including on the rise with such greats as
"Jazz Revisited!' at 10;00 and Tom ST. Hall, Red Sovine,
at Dolly Parton, Lynn Anderson,
Unlimited"
"Jazz
Loretta Lynn and spilling o4er
Midnight.
into the rock scene with Pile
Prairie League and the
"„Monday,Sept. 19
Eagles. In my opinion, there
7 p.m. Options in Education
two artists that fit the bill
are
and
"Community
Part one of
for the country crossover into
Junior Colieges." The first of
rock and roll - Willie Nelson
two parts about the boom in
and
Waylon Jennings. .Both
two year colleges. It used to be
that these institutions were have been on the country
considered "second rate for scene for a Iting time - only
their style of country music
second beat students" but that
has changed over the years.
image is changing. We'll look
Waylon Jennings
at how and why this has
Waylon Jennings' latest
happened.
album is entitled "01 Waylon"
10 p.m.Soulflight
Tuesday,Sept. 20
7 p.m. National Town
Meeting "The Relevance of

THURSDAY
Sect 22

s

and features the famous hit
"Luckenbach, Texas."
Lukenbach is a ghost town,
and it is there that the famous
outlaw group Waylon, Willie
Nelson, Jessi Colter and
Tompall Glaser) meet to
practice or just to plain relax.
The result of all this was a
smash hit single with great
guitars and vocals by Waylon
and a little assistance from
Willie Nelson. We.know what
he means when Waylon Sings
that "It's time we got back to
the basics of Love."
Acoustic guitars and vocals
are superb on "If You See Me
Getting Smaller." Waylon,

FCC Cracking Down
On Illegal Frequencies

then proceeds to do a fair job
on the Kenny Rogers hat,
"Lucille." But Kenny does it
better.
A Neil Diamond hit crops up
among the songs entitled
"Sweet Caroline." "Caroline"
is done in a beautiful country
style that you want to hear
over and over again.
Waylon is also great on a
Medley of Elvis Presley's hits
of "That's All Right" and "My
Baby Left Me." Then there
are two comical songs "I
Think I'm Gonna Kill Myself"
and "Satin Sheets." Overall it
is a pretty good album by
Waylon but it is not his best.
Willie Nelson
Willie Nelson is another of
the great Outlaw group and
his recent alNum is basically a
tribute to famed ,country
singer, the late Lefty Frizzell
who died in 1975. The album.is
not as good as other Nelson
albums, but it does a pretty
good job of the Frizzell songs.
One good cut is ','Mom and
Dad's Waltz" which has great
piano and guitars as well as
vocals and a beautiful sounding harmonica. There is just
something about the harmonica that sends a shiver Of
nostalgia down my spine. ,
The album picks up steam
with "She's Gone, Gone,
Gone" and "That's The Way
Love Goes." A great ballad on
the I,p is "Railroad Lady."

WASHINGTON (AP)-The CO practice has increased
Federal Communications over the last two years, but not
Commission is cracking down in proportion 'to the rapid
on CB operators who illegally growth of CB during the same
use frequencies not assigned period.
for Citizens Band radio use.
4
He says the practice exists
Hardly a week has gone by i n all areas, but is
Wednesday,Sept. 21
not
has
FCC
the
that
recently
Otpions
7
p.m.
predominant in those regions
1 TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
announced yet another raid on where CB use is most
"Cockroaches" Dr. Betty
so-called "out-of-band," or prevalent such as the East and
KFVS-12
WPSD-6
WTVF-5
Faber is an associate in the
WSM-4
high-frequency operators.
West coasts and Texas which,
6:30-Cresswits
S:30-thread News
animal behavior department
7:00-Utile Neese
6:30-Pop Gees
Penalties include hefty he says, has more licensed CB
7:00
Gnawer*
POO-New
of
Museum
American
The
of
POO-Mee.
1:00-LW& Nero
prison
fines, suspended
1:00-liety White
6:311- be Aleppo,'
operators than any other
Natural History and her
10:00-Newt
SAW- kiwi.
of
0:30-Weeds
7:00-Taal Deal Seer
is the sentences, revocation
10:30- Tedight Show
state.
interest
special
10:30-114m
Rafferty
9:00
0:00-Sissy
White
of
confiscation
and
12:00-TO00111/W Slew
11:00-Tea* Show
cockroach. During this hour licenses
10:00-Newt
0:30-Mae&
"These out-of-band and
radio equipment:
12:30-Twasmar Sew
she tells William Stockton all costly
10134-WTI Reports
9:1111-11rforly
Elvis Presley
stations
overpowered
operators
CO
Out-of-band
11:1110- DWI Brae
10:00- News
about them, with special
Tribute
the
most
use modified CB and generate
usually
12100-News
10:30- Mesh
emphasis on what people with
WBiFF has started their 13th
Smith
says.
complaints,"
"Ham,"
or
amateur,
12:30-Nows
12:30-111evies & Metines:
roaches can do to get rid of
equipment to transmit on "There's a very concerted documentary on "The Elvis
them.
operations
re Presley Story - A Final
see
bthesepe
frequencies other than the 40 effort toycurb
Tribute." It will continue
and
TUESDAY
use.
FOR
CB
for
GUIDE
TV
allocated
Thursday,Sept. 22
unauthorized. enforcement crackdowns in• through September 23 from 9
The
7 p.m. Pauline Frederick &
to 10 a. m. and a repeat
e,rrefutwur
nea
'inhge adds.
nrek,'
WPSD-6
KFVS-12
WTVF-5
WSM-4
frequencies often are assigned the w
Colleagues National Public
broadcast from 6:30 to 7:30 p.
6:30- Crosswits
and "
industry
business,
to
5:30- Regional lbws
Orstio.
6:30-51211,000
7:00-Richard Pryer Slew 7:1111-11te Ater:tricks
Radio's Foreign Affairs government use. Most illegal attorneys' offices, with U.S. m. Monday through Friday.
0:00-News
7:00-Richard Pryor
I:MI-Mesh
interviews world
0:03-PEA'S'N
Analyst
0:30-Ness TINS Ter
we're The Friday night broadcast
and
POO-More
CB activity is found above marshals
10:00-News
0:00-The Ed hoer Slew 10:00-News
leaders and diplomats about
7:00-The Fitzpatrick,
will be after the local football
these operatores'
w
g
13
CB
megahertz
27.405
10:30-Teeight Show
10:00-News
If
1:00world events.
10:30- Tonight She.
games.
court."
federal
12:00- Treorrwa Show
channel 40.
10:11-keeside
000-La.Gran
12:00- Toaerrew Slow
7:30 p.m. Murray Common
Out-of-band operators often
11:00- Warted:
10:00-News
News
INKMS-FM
Council
Deed or Alve
combine their equipment with
10:30-Mesh
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU.1
Public Affairs Director Jesse illegal linear amplifiers that
12:01-News
12:30-News
Young provides gavel to gavel boost their transmitting power
12:30-016Wes & Mohr
TRADE WITH
coverage of the regularly from the 4-watt CB limit toi as
sch'eduled meeting of the many as several thousand.
Murray Common Council.
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
Their operations _thus
interfere not only with local
Murray, Ky.
KFVS-12
753-5273
WTVF-5
Did You Know ..
iVPSD-6
WSM-4
transmissions of those
7:00- Omen Trail
6:30Musk
Pleskelle
5:30-New.
6:30- Cruswits
LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
autohorized to use the
Over 446,000 students in Ken0:00-Big Nowell
7:00- Oregon Trail
6:00-News
1:00-Good Times
frequencies, but with legal
"Service Built Our Business'
stuan
10:00-News
of
cent
per
tucky-58
9:00-Rig Arra
0:00-Mode
6:30-The Price is Rise
transmissions hundreds and
10:30- Tonight Slew
10:00-News
dents enrolled in the state public
10:00-News
PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
1:00-Geed Times
WILL
IT
thousands of miles away.
12:00-Torerrer bow
10:30- Tonight Skew
10:30- Inseside
0:00-Mere
schools-used KET during the
basic
most
FCC's
OR USED CAR
"The
NEW
12:00- Tomorrow Show
10:00-News
1976-77 school year.
11:30- Warted: Deed
function is the allocation of the
10:30assis
DI Al..
12:30-News
frequency bands," says
12:00- News
Deputy Chief Richard M.
12-30 Meer & redness
If You
Smith of the FCC Field
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
Bureau's
Operations
Need Them:.
division.
enforcement
KFVS-I 2
WPSD-6
on
WTVF-5
753-1441
Fire
WSM-4
"This was the purpose for
5:30-News
6:30- Merty Robbins
6:30-crwirwits
7:00-Chips
753-1611
Police
the creation of the FCC - to
6:00-News
7:00-Chips
from Atleriss 7:00-the Welter
5:00
753-6951
Rescue
make order out of the chaos
1:00- Men frees Atlantis 6:30-lid Wald if A,5 .515
5:00-Noweli Rye-0
9:00-Resell end 11110
1:00- Welter
753-9331
9:00- Resetti & Rye.
Ambulance
that developed in the early
0:00- Berneby MOO,
10:00-Newt
1:00-Newell Rv•-0
10:00- Newt
10:05-News
days of radio, when there was
Hospital
10:30-Tea*,Skew
1:00-lerseby Woes
1030- Tonight Skew
10:31-Gonaskit
12:00-Temenvw Show
753-5131
no regulation and when
Emergency
10:00-News
1 700 --Tomorrow Skew
t
Deed
01 All The **west Releases First!
various stations attempted to
Sociely
lama*
10:30- Movie
Dr Al,.
frequencies."
same
the
use
12:30-%ma
,
153-3535
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
2:011- MOWS
s_
permit CBers to use,
Comprehensite
,, To
Merle Haggard
unauthoriztd frequencies
753-6611
Care
TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
-A
radio
'disrupt
Working
totally
Man
Can't Work Nowhere Today'
would
753-7598
Poises Control
communications," Smith
Seals 8 Crofts
753-0919
Senior
Citizens
WPSD-6
WTVF-5
KFVS-I2
WSM-4
-The Orig Motion Picture Sourid rrock
adds. "If it continued, it would
753-1111D
Ileedline
6:30-Treth or
6:30- Crostini,'
not be long before other
Jean M r he/ Jor,e Oxygen
7:00- Swifsol Arms
Elvis Topes 8 Albums
5:30-News
7:00-Weeder Women
Costerresmes
lean
To
Read
753-138
7:30-Chits rod the Mae PIM-legen's ben
groups (legally operating on
0:00-News
7:00-$alford Ants
Files
Redford
COOthe frequencies) would feel
61311- Meek Gnaw
9:00-Switch
7:30-Chic.
Clips
, A
n 'ht 0
,
e0
9160-ilercy
1:0111-%webs Wwww
10:00,lbws
forced to operate illegally in
0:00- Rockford Flies
10:00-News
Iltvo
Legen's
1:00Geneseeke
10:30
other spectrums to get away
9:00-Orr"
10:10- Tonight Show
9:00-Switch
10:40-News
12,00-„moot spachni 11:311-11herted:
from the chaos. '
10:00-News
Deed sr Alive
10:30- Tow*,Thew
"We'd 'have a domino
753 5865
Central Shopping Center
12:1111-1111dagle Special
111 .
"
TI AD-News
-I .
"
effect," he says.
12:30-News
12:311- Atales & Wows
out-of-band
the
•
&bah says
....
*

I

PARKER FORD,Inc.

WSIL-3

5:30-Cactus Pete
0:30-Muse The Tone
4:15- Mows
7:00-BOO Is bough
6:X-News
1:00-Charles Angels
7:00- Elokt Is Enough
0:00-lure??.
11:00-Cherbas Angels
10:00-Newsweek
10:00- News
10:311-Adam 12
10:30- Stasky & Mitch
11:00-Stersky nod Hitch 12:00 Nate
1:30- PTIL ate
3:30-Newsweek

4:30- Akre As011ing
7:10-Rorer
7:311- What's
Psai7
POI- Berry
II ler
:
1:X-Carter's Crotty
0:00-Reed Fen Skew
16:00- Newnretch
10:30-Ades 12

WSM-4

5:45- Weaker
6:15- Weather Info.
5:00-Ceentry Jeerer
6:25-Arthur Smith
5:53-Mersig Desethe 5:30-Cat Notb,
6:54-Pester Spooks
6:10-Ridpb Wry Sire 6:00-News
7:00- Today Show
7:00- Today Shows
7:00-Old roses Sieges
7:23-Scene Today
9:00-Sunferd & Soo
7:30-Morning iso 5
7:30-trey Shen
1:30-Romper Room
SAM-Captor Reepree
0:25-Sc...Teas
Calendar
0:00-Here's Lacy
1:30-Tear Show
10:00-Wheel of Ferrer
9:30-Price is Right
9:00-Deere.
10:30-Arrybeiys Geer
10:30-Lose if If.
10.00-Wheel of Fertene MX-Trine 1. Restless 11:40-Sheet fee the Stars
16:30- Arsiedy's Gres 11:311-Sords for Tetwarrwa11:30-asas siss fAs.
11:00-She"for the St.'s 1240-TA the Try%
12:00-News
11:30- NOON Sow
12:30-As be Wsw61 Turas 12:30-Days of tat Lives
12:30-Deys of ow Uses 1:30-Gorki Ught
1:30-lectors
1:30-fl.Deers
2:00-11asibw Weed
2:00-Al 5th.Fmk
2:40-Amebic World
2:30-*Ma Game
3:00-Ger Show
3:04-filichey Meese
3:01-Ibmsters
3:30- Gibers Island
3:30-liewitdied
Isinash
3:304:00-Putrid,* haat
1:40-beergeacy
1:00-Gorr Pyle
1:30-Brody Dna
5:00-My Three lees
1:30-Doris Day
5:00-News
5:25-Weather
5:00- Riffeesee
5:X-News
News
5:30-NBC Nightly
5:25- Weather
0:00-News
6:00-Hiss
5:30-Walter Creed%
6:011- News

Saturday,Sept. 17
1 p.m. WiLMS SATURDAY
OPERA Today's opera
features "Euryanthe" by
Carol Maria von Weber. A
three act opera, it is
performed by The Dresden
State Orchestra & Leipzig
Radio Chorus conducted by
Marek Janowski. Special
performances are also given
by Jessye Norman, Rita
Hunter and Nicolai Gedda.

TIFE

4:2

WS11-3
5:30-Cries Pete
6:15- News
6: -News
7:00-Peter
7:31-What's Neererg
5:00 -Berney Miller
1:30-Carter Ceeptry
9:00-led Fen
10:00-Newt,,.
10.36-Polk& Story
12:00-News

WSIL-3
5:X-Cedes Pee
6:15-News
cm_ News sierip
710-Deer i
0:00-Weds
10:24-Hiss
-•
10:51-Darer
12:01-Movie
1:30-News

Special

Tapes & Albums

dal Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger 4
Times

r

TV Service Center
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EMT Recertification
Classes Are Scheduled

EL

Four Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT) recertification classes of two days
each have been scheduled on
weekends in October and
November in locations in West
Kentucky.
Dr. Harold E. Eversmeyer,
EMT coordinator at Murray
State University, listed the
dates and locations of the 16hour recertification classes as
follows:
— Oct. 8-9, it the Red Cross
Chapter House in Paducah.
— Oct. 22-23, at the Health
in
Annex
Occupations
Madisonville.
— Nov. 5-6, at thetPurchase
Area Development District
office in Mayfield.
— Nov. 19-20, at Christian
County High School in
Hopkinsville.
He said the classes will
begin promptly at 8 a.m. and,
that it will be mandatory to
attend both days. No one will
be permitted to be on duty or
on call during the classes.

EMTs earn certification
through an 87-hour training
program that prepares them
to administer emergency
medical treatment to the
injured and ill. They must be
recertified every two years to
retain that certification.
The cost for the recertification classes is $5. Applications for the classes must
be submitted no later than
Sept. 30 so each EMT can be
assigned to a class.

Opera Star Maria

Sugar Creek Church

Eversrneyer urged anyone
interested in recertification to
get an application on file as
soon as possible because
assignments of dates and
locations will be made on a
first-come, first-served basis
as long as space is available.
Recertification applications
may be obtained by writing or
calling: Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, EMT Coordinator,
Department of Biological
Sciences, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, (502) 762-2786.

Callas Dies Today

Our

uAikao!'
A ri-Products

..TE

Maa•K

Lawn 8 Garden Center

We wish you great
success during your
grand opening and
in the future!

Am

Bank of Murray
FDIC

We extemd Our

Plans Homecoming

PARIS (AP) — Opera
singer Maria rams% 53, died
today at /ier _home of_naturalcauses, the Pathe Marconi
The annual homecoming
recording company said.
Marconi service of the Sugar Creek
Pathe
A
spokesman said the company Baptist Church will be Sunday
had been notified of the death with Sunday School at 10:00
a.m. and the worship service
by friends of the singer.
10:55 a.m.
at
Greek
and
America
in
Born
The pastor of the church,
by blood, La Callas was
the
among the most famous Gerald Owen, will present
message.
sopranos of the 20th century.
The ladies of the church will
But much of her fame
the noon meal at the
provide
her
stemmed also from
stormy relationship with the church about 12:00.
An afternoon of gospel
late Greek shipping magnate
Aristotle Onassis, a nine-year singing has been planned. The
romance that ended when he Neighbors Quartet and Mark
married Jacqueline Kennedy Wilson will also be singing
during the afternoon, acin October 1968.
The dark-eyed diva was also cording to Clyde Willoughby,
famed as "opera's bad girl" Church Music Director.
The pastor and church inbecause she walked out on so
many performances in her vites everyone to attend these
special services.
career.
•

Events On Sunday

CongratulationsAgri-Produds

" 4.4,41
0
40

lin 111 N. *Fray, Ky.

We am pled to be a part of
roar building

Steele & Allbritten
Plumbing and Electric Co.
PRECINCT CHANGES—This map shows the ten precincts in whids residents of Murray will be voting in the
November general election. Precinct 4(lower center)has been sprit at Glendale Road creating Precinct 10 and
Precinct 6(upper left) has been split at College farm Road creating Precinct 9.

Norm,Raab*

House Okays Wage Hike,
Senate Gets Next Shot
will go to $2.65 in January if
the Senate agrees with the
House's action Thursday. This
would mean a $14 weekly raise
for people working a 40-hour
week.
The raise to $3.05 by 1980
would be the most sizable
since Congress passed the
wage
minimum
first

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House of Representatives is
sending the Senate legislation
to raise the minimum wage
paid millions of American
workers by 75 cents an hour
over the next three years.
About 3.1 million persons
work for the current $2.30
hourly minimiun wage, which

dest Wishes
To

Agri-Products
Lawn & Garden Center
During

Grand Opening!

Jerry Humphrey's
Heating & Air Conditioning

402 Pine St.

753-0112
•

Congratulations
To

Agri-Produds
On Their

Grand Opening
We are happy to have
been chosen to build for
them

PERRY CAVITT
•

Builder & Contractor
Nonyay, Ky.

legislation decades ago. A
similar bill has already been
approved by a Senate
committee.
An amendment to guarantee
youths only 85 per cent of the
minimum wage for their first
six months on the job lost 211
to 210, with Speaker Thomas
P. O'Neill Jr. breaking the tie.
The amendment would have
lost on a tie anyway, but
was
vote
O'Neill's
symbolically important to
labor.
The House turned down a
proposal sought by the
restaurant workers union to
amend employers' right to
pay workers who get tips only
half the minimum wage.
- Another amendment the
House approved eliminates 3.8
from
workers
million
minimum wage protection by
raising the exemption for
companies making $250,000 in
saleh a year to $500,000.
Business groups won a
victory in the House's 223-193
defeat of a provision to
automatically .raise the
minimum wage annually after
1980, based on a percentage of
the average factory worker's
pay.
"Adopting this index means
we will be abandoning the
fight against inflation," said
Rkp. John Erlenborn,
whose
amendment
successfully knocked out the
provision.

During Mark Twain's days as a newspaperman, he was editor of
a small Missouri pa-per. One day he received a letter from a subscriber,
stating that he had found a spider in his paper, and asked

Reps. Paul Simon, D-Ill.,
and Robert Cornell, D-Wis.,
sponsored the subminimum
amendment, which also drew
support from Republicans.,

If this wat an omen of good or bad luck.
Twain replied: "Finding a spider in your paper is neither

good nor bad luck. The spider was merely lookimgver our paper

They said similar two-tiered
scales have had no ill effects
in Europe and should be tried
here.
Cornell said that, while he
had "no pretences that this
youth
solve
will
unemployment," it is "time to
try another approach."
But a special wage category
for teenagers would make no
more see than a category
for blacks Or women whose
Jobless rates are also high,
said Rep. Ronald Denims, DCalif.

to see which merchant was not advertising so that he could
go to that store, spin his web across the door, and lead
a life of undisturbed peace ever afterward."

Ledger & Times
ie
Murray
•

will keep the spider away from your door

—
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1.1
1 legal

tice

1 Legal Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF. KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
DONNA KAY BOYD MCKINNEY PETITIONER,
VERSUS JIMMIE DALE MCKINNEY RESPONDENT.
NOTICE IF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the August 29 Term
thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the division of
property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 26th day of September 1977, at 1:00 O'clock P.M.,or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
described property,to-wit:
"A portion of Section 20, Township 2, Range 4 East
described as follows: Beginning at a point where the
south side of Highway 121 intersects the Murray Cowltry Club access road (formerly W. C. Nanney property); thence South with said Murray Country Club line
125 feet to the north bank of a ditch; thence eastward
and northward with north bank of ditch 115 feet to a
stake; thence north 130 feet to the south side of Highway 121; thence west with highway 163 feet to the point
of beginning.
ALSO
One Starcraft boat, year 1972, with motor attached,
and trailer. This sale will be for cash.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
'Frank L Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

An

MONEY
STRETCHER

MIT

M
1 legai Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

k BENEFICIAL
((

IBIT
Cleans—and deodorizes—

1JustReceived!
—
New shipment of
leatherd
Chain Sews

NOTICE -

T5 GOOD FOR 'TOUR
HEART ANC Ll'OUR LE6.5
AND q0LIR FEET

/J06611‘4,
-15 VERL(

WIC)VIC

the person or
persons who took the
two Ferns from the
porch at 406 N 8th
Street please return
them. They have a
sentimental valutfor
the family. No
questions. will be
asked.

PHONE 753-1916

Get Carpets*
Clean, Fresh, -*
ODOR-FREE!
Now, you can Deodorize
while cleaning
RINSENVAC's Odor Neutralizer
combines with the RINSE NVAC
cleaning solution to-remove dirt,
grime. residues . . and at tne
same time eliminate pet and Caner
obtectionable odors

the way professionals
ara
fraction of the
cost

2 Notice

1 Notice

at

Sinking Spring Baptist Nick
Bus Driver For September,
Gerald
Cooper,753-5677.

HELP WANTED to work
as warehouseman and
part time counter sales
help. Send resume to
Box 32T.

6 Help Wanted
$25.00
per hundred
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TR
Enterprise, Box 21679,
Denver, Co. 80221.

LPN'S, medication aide,
all shifts. Part time, full
time. Maplewood Farms,
Health Care Center. Call
.
247-0200.

•

1973 Dodos Pick-up, 14,000 actual miles, one
owner,slick as a hounds tooth.

BUTLERS ANTIQUES
Alino Heights, Highway
641 North is now open. A
full line of antiques of all
kinds.

Wouki you Ike to ride
oar Church Bus to Sunday School and morning worship services

6 Help Wanted

McCUISTON
HOT
Tamales will be ready
anytime after 4 p.m.

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

NOW OPEN! Darnell
Beauty Shop, Wiswell
Road, Highway • 783.
Owner Debbie Darnell.
Call for an appointment
today, 753-7541.

THE 9TH corrunandment
forbids lying. Qualified
.teachers will ipp1i the
Bible to your life Sunday
at Memorial Baptist
Church. • Weftome.
Transportation. -i535750.

PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 7530984.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

01:111111•1

BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell '2
price. Trade two for 1.
Two locations. 808
Chestnut, Murray and
Paducah
Square,
Paducah.

BELTONE
HEARING
Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
Monda -Friday.
Beltone of Benton. 1200
Poplar St., Benton. Ky.
Phone 527-8463

WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GIOWERS
ASSC.
Nevily dec9rated
532 sq.ft.
office space for rent.
Utilities furnished
plenty of
parking space.
Phone 753-3341 or
753-3342

2 Notice

Will

-

2 Notice

2 Notice

AS OF SEPTEMBER 15,
1977, I, Robbie Brittain,
will not be responsible
for any debts other than
the ones I make myself.
Robbie Brittain.

Ea X 30

1973 Pontiac Catalina,4 door, one owner, new car
trade in.

PURDOM
5 Lost And Found

onds. Peetier

FOUND — EIGHT week
old
black
kitten.
Wearing white flea
collar. Male. Found in
area behind Big John's.
Call 753-3994.

'Saps/led

tweillec

ka•ton••••• Arc Ow

MdloM(once
. r•IA

1406 West Mao 753-1315

SEE US TO BUY! LIST WITH US TO SELL

UST SIN
SMALL MGM UNFAIR
Service & Sales for mowers
and (+win -saws. !my-- type
small engine repair.

RENT ter **42.00 a lay
Murray Home & Auto

Obey. 94 feet
753-0400
Merney,Ity.

Cheetwert St.

:=

^

_1

Luxury living - 3 bedroom 3 baths - carpet
throughout. All appliances included. Enclosed
patio - paved drive spacious well landscaped corner lot near Oaks Country Club and golf course.
Shown by appointment only.

Are you looking for a home in country
and 2
acres? This 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick home
is
located just 2 miles from town. Good
well,
workshop building and fruit trees. Priced to
sell

GRa.:\7

•

era

1E1

V.v13
,
•••—••— I A-

•

t

•

•

_ j•-•••,•e—
s•r.•••

3 Bedroom brick less than 1 year old. 1202
baths,
lots of closets. Carpeted throughout. Garage
attached. Nice shade trees. For more information
call us today.

Buy this 3 bedroom brick home in town- 2 baths fireplace in living room. Double concrete drive,
fenced backyard, corner lot, nice shurbbery.
Priced in 30's.

7
1
-

g',) • 9,7 Ur...1 Featwe

I'LLE A
BIG PIECE
OF THAT
PIE

▪

SORRY.
YOU'RE
ON A
PIET

TI-115 IS RIDICULOUS!

• STURIP Ju5T
BECAUSE HE SAW
IT IN A MOVIE...

Price reduced! La Mile off Rt. 280 near Lakeway
Shores 12'x16', furnishings included, like new,
50'x10' porch. Separate storage building, good
well, concrete block storm shelter. Large Lot.

9•04 ... WE'RE
HERE TO MAKE
PEACE„,
NOT
TROUBLE.
•

IrMY KNEES ARE
KILLING ME! HOW
MUCH FARTHER Z

NO MORE...
vou A RE HERE.

New 3 bedroom brick home in Fairview Acres.
baths, large lot, attached garage. Purchaser
has option of choosing carpet. Low 40's.

_

4.

7
0/

I PROMISED I'D
WEIGH MYSELF
EVERY DAY

New 3 bedroom 1'42 baths. Brick home in
Lynnwood Estates. Quiet neighborhood. All
weather
streets close to town. Low 40's.

3 Bedroom home, redecorated. Nice
carpeting.
Large lot, concrete drive in Lynnwood
Estates.
Mid 30's.

Jam 3 .411F-a
2 Bedroom Frame home on
large lot with additional lot adjoining. 5 Miles from
town on Rt.
121S. Low 20's

For a reasonable investment you can own and
operate your own business. Store and restaurant
now doing a good business. Apartment above
store now rented. Potential expansion excellent.
Located on large over one acre lot. May be purchased with double wide mobile home or without.

BUT I DON'T
PROMISi
TO LOOK

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
44 Town house Type apartment complex. 3 years
old. 100% occupancy - good return on investment.

BUILDING LOTS
We have building lots fronting on 121 S., Wiswell
Estates, Panorama Shores, Kennianna Area,
Fairview Acres, Lynnwood Estates, Meadow
Green Acres,Grove Heights-Irving Cobb Rd.
50 I DICirsrt DARE Z
- -L/__X_->L1
I CAN TELL VL) NOW T-F-.1 AT
.
1'/Vk .30 FEET TALL. J.

•••

-

Fulton Young Realty.
Rt. 5 Box 215

Acti• —
LA

753-7333

'
4.t

•

4

20.9 Acres near Oaks Country flub. klas been
platted and recorded for Subdivilian.Triced to'r
Sell.

After Hours

Forest Shoulders
753-8071

E. Young
753-4946

Fulton

•
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6. Help Wanted
WEEKLY
6,200
POSSIBLE: stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises. Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
;)7417.,
WANTEV•
'TE:NANCE person. Full
time, Monday-Friday, 7
a .n).-3 p.m. Roses,
Central Shopping
Center. Equal opportunity employer.
INP ERSONS
TERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income capable • of
earning $3004500 per
month. Possibly from
home. Call for appointment only 753-3763.
WANTED PART tunefull time secretary. Send
to P.O. Box 491, Murray.
Ky.
WANTED CABINET
maker - capable to
complete charge 'of
shop. Apply in person,
Boys Shop, next to Drive
In Theatre.
EXPERIENCED
for
SALESPERSON
ladies ready to wear
lingerie-foundations.
Three to five days a
week. Send resume to
Box 32 V. Murray.
MARK IN - Inspection
dry
in
personnel
-elTi
-clearnrig- -ctepartm
Inquire Boone Cleaners,
:605 Main Street.

14. Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Foxlerrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WANT TO BUY Zig Zag
sewing machine. Call
753-5439 after 12 p.m.
WANTED SMALL dog
house Call 753-6775 after
5 p.m.
USED 10 FT. garage
door. Call 435-4321 or
435-4465.
15. Articles For Sale
SALE - all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6' •a- 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hardv‘ are, Paris.
WURLITZER ORGAN, 2
rugs and baby bed. All in
condition.
excellent
_Must sell. Call 753-4865
after 6 p.m.
TOBACCO STICKS any
amount. Call 489-2126.
DANA 60 rtar end. Call
7534706.
DRAPERIES. Sears
'Fiesta black -with- red;
one pair 144 x 84, 2 pair
72 x 84, $60. Conn
Trombone silver, $100.
Two horses. Call 4374845 or 489-2348.
APARTMENT

SIZE

SEEDED A FULL time
'beautician. Tuesday
through Saturday. Call
753-0757.
EXN EEDED
PERIENCED roofers.
Call Swift Roofing, 7535976 or 436-2172.
S WING MACHINE
operators. Apply in
person, -- Calloway
Manufacturing Co., 111
Poplar, Murray, Ky.
EXPERIENCED
parts
AUTOMOTIVE
salesman needed. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32W. Murray, Ky.
WANTED - Carpenter to
help with roof. By the
hour or the job. Call 4748856.

14444.•
PA.PICAKE
ROUSE

PERKINS

IS NOW OPEN
UNTIL MIDNIGHT

FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
NIGHT.
EVERY

4. Want To Buy
*ANT TO BUY used air
•conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

pressor, $300. 14'‘ radial
arm saw, $300. 18"
jointer, $300. Call 7534131.
SALE - FRANKLIN
fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Pans.
1-G.E. HEAVY duty .
washer, gold $18.00 per
month WAC. For information call 753-0595.
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, appliances,
tape player. Moving.
Call 436-5482.
1-TAPPAN
Microwave
oven, $11.00 per month
WAC. For information
call 753-0595.

WHEEL CHAIR good
condition. Call 753-8262.
CB BASE station 30-A
Realistic, five power
channels, regular
microphone and power
microphone,ear phones,
antenna. Also AKC
female
registered
Doberman Pinscher,
five years old, obedience
trained, beautiful dog.
Will consider trade for
horses. Phone 436-2336
after six p.m.
BARGAIN 16 Bundles
black Celotex shingles.
Also 19 lb. galvanized
roofing nails. Call 4362121.
FURNITURE AND
miscellaneous. 733 Riley
Court. Call 75341874 or
753-0774.
BOYS CLOTHES,sizes 18,
6
)
months through 2T. Als
Fisher Price toys. XII
excellent condition. Call
753-4330.
USED KITCHEN vent
hoods.- -used- •interior
doors, used 8 x 7 wood
sectional garage door,
used lavatories and
other miscellaneous
items. See at Roy's
Shop, next to the Drive
In Theatre.
FOR SALE large upright
freezer 2 years old.
condition.
Perfect
Avacado green. $200.
Also fiberglass canoe,
$150. Call 753-9680.
1-G.E. 12 Cu. ft., white
refrigerator-freezer.
$14.00 per month WAC.
For information call 7530595.
LAY-AWAY now for
Christmas. New shipment of cedar chest and
cedar bedroom suites,
pine den furniture and
pine bedroom furniture.
wood
Also
metal
heaters. Carraway
Furniture, 105 N. 3rd,
753-1502.

SALE-KING automatic
wood heaters.. $149.95. 30" KELVINATOR
range, 12 cubic ft. frost
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
free refrigerator with
NOW.
AVAILABLE
freezer on top. Call 753Urethane foam. All
6858.
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky. ONE COUCH and chair
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
for sale. Can be seen at
Avenue. 753-6767
1505 Hermitage after
3:30.
NEW AND USED air
compressors for sale. MAPLE DESK and chair
Call Dill Electric, 753for sale, $35. Large sofa,
9104 or 753-1551.
$95. Boys 26" bicycle,
$15. Call 753-1877 or 753TWO POST car and truck
4074.
753hoist lift. $350. Call
8290.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
WOOD DINING room
amp.
and
guitar
suite, refinished oak
Electric welder, 50 amp
buffet, childs chifferobe.
miscellaneous
and
Call 489-2266.
items. Call 753-8127.
SET OF 488 zoom gears
and axles in Camaro
rear end, $150. Chevy
Muntce 4 speed transmission $90. Morsoe
Camaro hood scoop, $35.
Call 753-5612.

Genuine

Elvis Presley
"Keepsake Dollar Bills"

i„e;
,,....,......
,
4 -, ....,.. Nrri:it trivriNitt'
I

FULL SIZE Roll-away
bed. Call 753-1815.

SIX PIECE dinette set.
Brown and gold. $25.
Call 753-075.
11 Vacuum Cleaners

TD 18 International
Dozer, good condition.
Call 898-3429..
CASE 660 combine diesel
engine. Good condition.
Call 753-3288.
135 MASSEY Ferguson
diesel, 1974. Call 7591130,
AC COMBINE 66. • Good
condition. Call 753-5577.
20. Sports Equipment
BRAND NEW 12 gauge
Ithaca featherlight
pump shotgun. Model 37,
never been fired. Gun
case included. $125. Call
489-2418.
1976 CHECKMATE
walk
I,
Trimate
thfciughl Brawn and gold
metal flake. 115 H.P.
Mercury motor. Rolco
trailer. Available with
or without accessories.
Call 753-1698.
14' DUO, walk through

47.1i04444#idi

0404444
`.1,r•

side curtains. 65 horse
Johnson, heavy duty
trailer. 1972 model.
$21,500. Murray Bait
Co., call 753-5693.
12 GAUGE SHOTGUN,
antique, double barrel
with extra set of barrels.
Call 753-0228.
GIRLS 10 speed bicycle.
With or without child
seat. Call 753-9798.
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post office, Paris,
Tennessee.
ORIGINAL STUDIO
upright piano owned by
music teacher. Excellent condition 5279725.
EXPRESS YOURSELF
through Music. Learn to
play the Piano. For
information call 4374808.
PIANO LESSONS, $1.25
for 45 minutes Beginners to fourth year. Call
Cindy Bazzell, 489-2671
after 4 p.m.
23. Exterminating

FREE
t7Termite
)4

Inspection

72,'I

Needleart Shoppe
Complete line of
acand
materials
cessories for crochet,
knitting, needlepoint, latch-hook and punch
needle rugs, -air types
embroidery. Tatting and
crochet cotton.
Hours are Mon., Wed..
Fri., 10700-64b. Tues.,
Thurs.& Sat., 1000-9-.00

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nom., fined end operated ever a
seers,De Set Igo wry mind wee OA
f
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914

Roaches,Sliver Fish
and Shrubs

tilt:1M ti

HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call. Mike
753-8850
Brannack
between 8 and 5.
37. Livestock

5S111,
for
Sod eno,u.

Murray Home

38 Pets

& Auto
Chastain St

CUSTOM NI ITTRESS
made any s]ze for antique beds u: campers.
Buy direct aid save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
At& see their elegant
Wery of furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
1136
FURNITURE
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1443-7323.

HALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one
tabby and white. Call
753-8761.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE Saturday
September 17th, girls
clothes, sizes 10 and 12,
14
sizes
ladies
and 16. Numerous
miscellaneous items, 9
a.m.-4 p.m. 1203 Poplar.

26 TV P.!.:
WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox. 753-7575.
Color
19"
NEW
Magnavox TV for just

GARAGE SALE, rain or
shine
and
Friday
Saturday at the H and R
Block building, 903
Arcadia across from
City-County park.

i613eF-traelltil-OF-'tot.

of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, "j53-7575.
SALE, I V Sale, T.
V. Sale! Zenith is the
best and Sissons sells
them for less Our prices
can't be beat Come to
Sissons T.V Sales and
see. We service what we
sell. Higfoka. 94, 17
miles West ,f Murray.
Call 382-21:4 r 382-2743.
1-10 inch G E. color
portable TI. $14.00 per
month WAC. For in-,
formatior all 753-0595.
I-Repossessed Zenith_
Consort, stereo with AMFM stereo, 8 track tape
am.: record changer,
$14e per month WAC.
Fi r adurmation call 753-

27. Mobile Home Sales
s 60 3 BEDROOM, 1
acre tot. Near East
Elementary. $7500. Call
753-8657
1973 HOLIDAY 12 x 65 3
bedroom, 2 -baths,
central air, washer and
dryer, all electric. Like
new. See at Riviera Ct.
753-3280 before 5, 4365524 after 6.
12 , x 52 MOBILE home.
$1,000 or $1500 and take
;over payments. call 75910:39
DOLBLE WIDE trailer, 3
bedroom. 2 bath, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built on den
with fireplace, double
carport. Paved
driveway on large lot.
$23.000 Call 437-4552.
FOR SALE - 12 x
Windsor. Good condition Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
vasher and dryer to
stay. Call 7,53-9785 after 4

\lii}ittF HOME spaces.
Meadows and
Estates. South
: eet. Call 753-

- ,.........,..
Elvis Tapes

(as advertised on TV

Copies of Elvis' Will
( 1 6 Pages $
500

TV Service
Center
Central Shopping Center 753-1505

HOMES and
.me spaces for
t.iviera Courts.
Ca:. ;63-3280
32. Apartments For Rent
ArAinstENT FOR rent
10's' Wiswell Road
from Westview
Home. Carpet,
stove and
air
Oven. g;,rbage disposal.
dishrel
..
, frip.rator.
sher. 2 bedrooms.
tjtilt room and bath.
SIT') per month. Call 7533865
-AP it i NtENT
near
murraY. Call

51 r ,

WHY LOOK
ANY LONGER
Stop! Look! Act! Don't let this one get away from
you. Located on Doran Road, this three bedroom
home is ready for you. This has been completely
redecorated. The central gas heat will help you keep
your winter heating bins to a minimum. Call or stop
by our office and make an appointment to see this
your next home or call Linda Drake 753-0492.
753-7531

John C. Neubauer

753-0101
Revolter
SOS Mein Street
Murray
Pam Rodgers 753-7116,
Brice Ftatterree 753-5921
Irnda Drake 753-0492 r"."
I3ob Rodgers 753-7116
Tim Graves 436-2321
Riff Fkilsom 753-8857

Supplies

LABRADOR
RETRIEVER puppies,
AKC, black or yellow.
Joe R. Davis, 527-9279.

r).

0

Supplies

CHESTNUT SADDLE
horse. Call 489-2548.

-

21 Mobile Home Rentals
:1-.•
:
se,

TWO FAMILY Super FOR SALE BY OWNER
- Duplex di fourplex
Yard Sale. Loads of 5
lots with all utilities in
cents and 10 cents items.
View SubClothes, some furniture, , Stadium
or see
Call
division.
tools, mens suits, size 44,
James D. Futrell Real
lots of miscellaneous.
Estate Dev. 405 S. 4th
Saturday,September 17,
Murray, Ky. Day
St.,
505 South 7th 8-?
753-7668 Night 753-2394.

36 For Rent Or lease

•

,it
;

or after 5'753-

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

41. Public Sales

PRIVATE, NICE, carpet
furnished 4 room gas
heat, electric air and
cooking. Call 753-7400 8-5
p.m.

1-19 inch Zenith Color
T.V., $23.00 per month
WAC. For information
call 753-0595

19. Farm Equipment

Certified ft EPA
Atop! Cettly NOW Repairs

18. Sewing

32. Apartments For Rent

24 Miscellaneous

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

rffeW4E111, lift4

•••:,

LEXPERIENCED AUTO
:clean-up man. Call 7536038.

16 Home Furnishings

15 Articles for Sale

TWO PARTY Yard Sale.
Highway 641 North
Almo crvcbriads.' All
clothing,
sizes,
items.
misce',.eous
9
Thut ..ay-Saturday
a.m. until ?
GARAGE SALE - 509
Chestnut, Saturday,
September 17, 7:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m. Toys,
carpet, clothes,
miscellaneous.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. One mile on
Pottertown Road. Antiques, Avon bottles.
GARAGE SALE, Friday
and Saturday at 410
South 10th.
THREE PARTY Carport
Sale. Infant through
adult clothing including
maternity clothes.
Dishes, odds and ends.
September 17, 8-? 520
Whitnell Ave.

YARD SALE, Saturday, 'FOR SALE OR RENT
September 17 at 1704
Tenn. Lake property to
West Olive. 31 years of
qualified party - imcollectors items. Inmediate occupancy.
cludes Seth Thomas
Quiet, comfortable,
weight clock, old dinner
private, within 350 yards
bell, serving tray glass
of water. Three corner
with walnut frame,
wooded lots. All electric
dolls, toys, sewing
65 x 123 bedroom mobile
machine, 20 in. bicycle
home completely fur(for boy or girl), water
nished. Including 8'
pitcher with 6 glasses
freezer, washer and
(grape pattern), bottles
dryer, central heat and
of all kinds. Handmade
air, 8' x 12' utility room
cedar chest, and much
idded. 6' x 10' metal
more. 7:30 till ?
building, circle drive.
Priced reasonable. Call
753-5668.
SIVIPARTY Yard Sale,
Friday and Saturday.
Highway 121 West end of
HOME SWEET HOME Coldwater. Quilt tops,
Ever think of being a
braid rugs, lots of odd
gentleman farmer? Buy
depression glass, much
choice property and
this
ice
oprn rose, hand
your
dreams will come
cream freezer, pictures,
true. Home and 40 acres
fruit jar. Ladies and
with lovely landscaped
childrens clothing,
surroundings _ and. 5
sh-oes - -rtunru-rons
ponds in wooded setting.
household items.
outbuildings,
Several
fenced area for horses,
YARD SALE lots of good
pine forest with walking
stuff. 509 South 11th.
riding
trails
and
Saturday-September 17.
a
to
meandering
8-4.
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
-1101
RUMMAGE SM.- New
merwinter
fall,
another picture this
chandise. Saturday,
pretty in this area.
Bargain Barn, 13th and
Phone us today at
Main, 9:30-4 p.m.
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. We are Murray's
fasttit growing realty!
SEVEN PARTY Garage
Sale, Friday 16 and
Saturday. 9 a.m. Avon
REDUCED TO $12,500
bottles, antiques,
about 6 acres, 7 miles
bicycles, 4 Poodle dogs
east off 94 on Hale Road.
cheap, truck, lots of
Nice building spot near
everything. Go out 94
Murray and Ky. Lake.
East
to
Lakestop
98 acres near lake, road
Grocery, turn left in
on two sides. Good
front the store on
developing property or
Vancleve Rd. Don't call
cleared for farm use.
before Friday 753-7847.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5M2,
YARD SALE, Saturday,
September 17 8:30-?
Behind Dees Bank of
Hazel. Man, woman and
childrens clothing,
small sizes. In ease of
rain postponed.
YARD SALE, 309 N. 7th,
Saturday September 17.
In case of rain following
Saturday from 9-5 p.m.

VACATION COTTAGE, P
suitable for year around
living. 2 Bedroom
frame, completely
furnished, located on
Primrose Drive, Pine
Bluff Shores Subdivision. Just a short
distance from the water.
Priced at $6,750. Call
STINSON REALTY,
753-3744.
BIG FAMILY? A 4
2 bath home
/
bedroom,21
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family
room. Central gas heat,
central air condition,
double garage, all
desirable features for
gracious living. Priced
in 60's. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.
RECIPE FOR HOME
Keep
GROWN KIDS
them well rested M one
of 4 bedrooms, well fed
in the eat-in kitchen,
watered down in one of
the 2 bathrooms, well
the
in
adjusted
basement rec room.
What's for you? i 2
fireplaces, shag carpiling; 7 closets and
peace of mind because it
doesn't cost a fortune.
Priced in the 20's.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
GATESBOROUGH
HOKE -.Ibis house has. _
everything, 4' bedrooms,
2 baths, 11 closets,
/
21
formal dining room,
pegged Oak floor den
with fireplace. No way
can this many square
feet be reproduced at
this price. Let us show
you this beauty. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for more information.

Waldrop Realty
"In Business
Since 1956"
753-5446

Save! Save!
20 Mile
Free Delivery

'
Floored, reedy to es*. Or bey e U-Ihrild wed sees. Complete wed
reedy to assemble MKS of to 24:40 steederd, bet will precut way she
needed. SAN tits rest *es ems to Costae Meet mid boy tile best
for loss.

Al IOU PitOTAILI SUILDNIOS 753-09114

Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
2acres on Hwy. 121 between
1
Check This - Over 2/
Stella & Coldwater with highway frontage on two
sides. Think of the many types of business
possibilities this location can offer and you can
live at your business location.
A Neat Older Home that is ideal for a retirement
home or rental property. Located at 412 S. 10th
St., Murray. Priced for quick sale. $9,750.00 or
$10,750.00 with furniture.

Minimum investment, good return. Go into
business for so little cash. Owner selling because
of health. Located in Main Shopping Center
across from Murray State University Football
Stadium.
Want a 2 Bedroom Home with 2 baths, vertical
wood exterior, designed for appearance & convenience. On a 1 acre lot 2 miles S.E. of Pottertown, just off Dr. Douglas Road.$21,000.00.
Approx. 122 acres, 42 mile from Jonathan Creek.
1
Good investment property.

New 2 Bedroom Home in the country near Kentucky Lake. It has more to offer than most, in
convenience Se styling. Let us show it to you.
Priced at $21,000.00.

Be your own boss we have several going
businesses for the working family. Your income
would be determined by your ambition. Information to qualified buyers only.

Approx. 260 Acres, bottom & ridge land combination, 140 acres open, 115 acres now in crops.
This farm would be ideal for a livestock
operation.

Mobile Home on Nice Shaded lot near Kentucky
Lake in S.E. corner of Calloway County. Has 4
2 bath, new 13' x 16' additional
/
bedrooms, 11
room. Completely set up. A cheap place to live
and enjoy yourself. $10,600.00.

Want to Live in The Country? In a yeall round
new rustic type home, cypress siding, plenty of
room, with privacy near Kentucky Lake. All for
$23,850.00.

•10 Acres lOcated on regularly traveled gravel
road, picturesque wooded area, slightly rolling,
ideal for building site. Country living and hunting area 15 miles west of Murray.65,400.00.

WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES, HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
& LAKE ACCESS HOMES & LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.

Whatever Your RealEstate Needs...Cal!Us

Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker'
337 North Poplar PhOne 527-1468
CALLOWAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-96e ,
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
After hours, please(all:
awl*: Jeffrey
SRI Bremen
Bob Riley

474-2337
527-9921
577-9006

Joe T. Melton
,
gob was*
Volney Brien mar

WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY

527-3425
S27-3370
527-9670
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South 12th at Sycamoris
TELEPHONE 7531861

WE HAVE several pieces
property
lake
of
including
available
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Math St., 753-0101 or 7537531..
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FOR SALE - Brick
Duplex. Three
bedrooms on I side, 2
bedrooms on other.
Carpet,electric heat, air
condition, disposals,
built-in electric stoves.
Owner will finance. Call
753-7861 days, 753-5079
nights.
337 N.PoplarSenton

Q

ITY

UAL
REALTY

5271468 3.. 7539625
CARREL, CCef SPOPER

HWY 641 North. Attractive Stone and Brick
3 BR home. 134 acre
wooded lot. Cent. heat &
air. Fireplace. 1 car
garage, large porch and
patio. $45,000. Wilson
Ins. & Real Estate. 7533263 anytime.

eep
one
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en,
of
ell
the
m.
2
arnd

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

-

78 ACRE • FARM with
approximately 62 tendable acres. Priced in
50's. 25 ACRES with
over 1300 feet of highway frontage and priced
at $15,000.
THREE
BEDROOM
brick home and 23 acres,
priced in the 40's and a COLES CAMPGROUND
ROAD - 4 year old
good buy.
brick home just nortl,of
ANOTHER CHOICE
Murray, 3 bedrooms,
LISTING - 3 bedroom
carpeting and drapes
home and .12 acres.
throughout,
built-in
Located 7L;'2 miles from
central
range,
electric
Murray.----barge -paleair, gas heat. Very
barn on property and all
livable and affordable at
acreage fenced, Phone
$27,900. For more inKopperud Realty, 753formation, call or come
1222 for information on
by 105 N. 12th Boyd
all our farm listings.
Majors Real Estate,7538080.
NEW
LISTING
Luxiaillious 4 bedroom,_2.
LIVING - 3
-Tiath home in excellent CdUNTRY
bedrooms,
1 42 bath,
neighborhood. Central
fireplace.
fdrhily
room,
gas
heat, central
Nicely landscaped.
electric air, den with
Rock gardens. GarLARGE
fireplace,
deners delight! lto mile
bedrooms, abundant
West of Coldwater.
closets, as grill on
Wilson Ins. and Real
patio, well landscaped
Estate,
753-3263.
lawn with lots of
TREES. Priced in the
READY TO MOVE INTO
40's. Phone Kopperud
-South 15th, 4 bedroom
Realty, 753-1222 for an
home within walking
appointment to see this
distance of University
fine home.
and Elementary School.
All appliances, drapes
KO
included. Wall to wall
carpet, well kept home
R
with economical gas
Happy
To
"Your Key
heat. Wilson Ins. and
Meese Heating"
Real Estate, 753-3263
711 Maim 753-1222
anytime.

WALLIS DRUG
I

'''Y•
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

Secretary Wanted
Minimum Qualifications: High School Diploma
plus typing skills of 40 words per minute and
shorthand skills of80 words per minute.

43 Real Estate
FOR SALE by owner Lake front & lake view
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine
Bluff Shores also lots on
Barkley Lake. Terms
available. James D.
Futrell Real Estate Dev.
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky. Day 753-7668 night
753-2394.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

ARMFICIAL BRAN
13E1TER INAN
ON WAY
,===

LAKE
BARKLEY
PROPERTIES
Country living on 2',2
acres of landscaped
land, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, family room,
full
fireplace,
basement. $36,500.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, full deck patio.
150' on lake. Two
fireplace, wall to wall
carpet, 2,200 sq. ft. of
gracious living space.
dock.
Hydrolift
$75,000.

1976 CHEVY Beauvilie
sport van One owner.
25,000 miles. Double air.
12 passenger. Call 7533763.

°AND NOT A MINUTE TOO SOON,I'D
LIKE TO 5A`i.'.

Many -mobile.. home's
completely set up,
ready to move in.
and
lots

LYNN
WALLER
- REALTOR
Niglio, 68 One Milo West of
Cadli
522-876.5
Open brriay

44 Lots For Sale
LARGE WOODED
lakeview lots, lake
access - central water all weather streets. In
Keniana Sub. Call 4362473 or 436-5320.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
- Large shaded lot on
Doran Rd. 1.14 Acres or
l80 x 275. Could well be
the best lot left in
Murray. James D.
Fut-ell, 405 S. 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. Day 7537668 or night 753-2394.
45. Farms For Sale
48 ACRE FARM. Approximately 35 acres
tendable, tobacco, corn
and bean land. Off Highway 121, 2 miles N. of
Coldwater on 1836. Call
489-2131.
35.5 ACRES,all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, I stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46. Homes For Sale

Fringe Benefits: Nine Paid holidays per year,
paid vacation and sick days, medical insurance,
and excellent retirement system.
Salary: Commensurate with education and experience.
Deadline for accepting applications: Applications will be accepted until September 26,
1977.
Send Resume to:

Purchase Area Development District
P.O. Box 588
Mayfield, Ky 42066
Attention: Mary Boyd, Office Manager
Phone:(502)247-7171
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Ebert Proctor Farm
Old Murray Paris Rd., Murray, Ky.

Sat., Sept. 17,
1:00 p.m. EDST
CONE RAIN OR SNINE
FARM TOOLS: 1-300 Farman tractor overhauled
this year; MF 12 baler 2 yrs. old; Ford 10 ft.
rake; 114 7 ft. mower with New Holland hay crimper; 3/12" John Deere plow; 5000 electric
wagon; 8 ft. disc; 2 row harrow; 2 row corn drill
Ford; EZ Flow fertilizer spreader; Post hole
digger; 5 ft. blade; 28 ft. hay elevator; pickup
truck gas tank.
NOUSENOLO ITEMS: 4-piece wrought iron furniture; porch swing; stove; refrigerator;
bedroom suite; air conditioner; couch and chair;
items too numerous to mention.
klYESTOCK: Team of mules with gear, plows,
disc & wagon; 12 turkeys, 15 chickens.
TOOLS: table saw; jointer; bir. compressor; tire
changer; welder; A frame.
ANTIOVES: Silver; old bottles; dishes; farm
items; radio with record player; sewing
machine.
MISCELLANEOUS: 1973 350 Honda motorcycle;
1965 Mustang.
OAR U SEEN ANYTIME MON TOSALE
SALE TERMS: RAY OF SALE

1976 CAPRICE Chevrolet
2 door, I owner, low
mileage. Excellent
condition. Call 753-2257.
GALAXIE 500 Ford, runs
good, drives good. $200.
Call 489-2447.

New 3 bedroom white
brick, bath and half,
landscaped, garage,
wall to wall carpet,
$34,000.

Lakefront
Lakeview
available.

1968 FORD GALAXIE
500. Four door, clean,
inside and out. Runs
good. Priced right. Call
753-9432.

NICE NEW four bedroom
house with 242 baths,
with
family room
fireplace and formal
dining room. Priced in
the 50s. Must see to
appreciate. Call 7533903.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE
and lot, nice. Special
this weekend. $4,900.
Near Blood River on
Pittman Drive. Contact.
owner on premises on
September 18 and all
day.
THREE BEDROOMS, 2
baths. 24 x 52 home on
block foundation.
Electricity, water.
sewerage system installed. Has electric
furnace, air conditioner,
electric stove, dishImmediate
washer.
occupancy. On large
wooded lot. Take Rt. 121
South to New Concord,
then Rt. 444 to Keniana
Sub. office. Call 436-2473
or 416-5320.
BY OWNER --3 bedroom
brick, PI baths, large
kitchen-den, wall to wall
carpet,3 walk in closets,
attached garage, double
driveway.
concrete
Economical gas central
heat. Central electric air
conditioning with
conthermostatically
trolled fan in roof.
$35,900. 1701 M4,nolia.
Call 753-7906..
47 Motorcyc,,•
1972 YAMAff Motorcycle for,sale or trade.
Excellent condition,
' Must sell. Call 7534865
after 6 p.m.

49 Used Cars & Nicks

47. Motorcycles

1968 CAMARO stock with
Raliey wheels. Call 492,8224 after 4:30.

MINI BIKE. Just like
new. Call 753-8200.

1976 GRAND PRIX, AMFM stereo tape. Power
steering, air condition.
Brand new tires. Call
753-4331.
MUST SELL 1973 Super
Beetle, good condition.
Call after 4 p.m. 7539964.

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1908 CHRYSLER New
REAL CLEAN 1965 Ford
Yorker, 4 dr. hardtop
--Galaxie 606. Four- dear with
-71000
sedan with 289 engine, 2
Has new
battery,
barrel. Air condition and
alternator, muffler,
automatic. Call 435-4165
shocks, and brakes. Was
after 5 p.m.
a one owner Paducah
car. $550.00. Phone 3541972 CAMARO good
0217 after 4 p. m
condition. Power, air
AM-FM. Low price. Call FOR " RENT - New
• -759-1598.
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
1973 MAVERICK, V-8, 4
passenger van. Murray
door sedan, real good
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.
condition. New snow
tires. $1750. Call 436- 1972 MG MIDGET $1075.
5548.
Before 4:00 p.m. 7530269.
1975 FORD 2/4 TON.truck.
Four wheel drive. Model 1969 FORD pick-up
250. Large tires, straight
Ranger V-8 automatic
shift, radio, 28,500 miles.
with air. In good
Excellent condition.
condition with insulated
$3,700. Call 753-3720.
topper. Call 1-354-6217
after 4 p. m.
TVR 1974 British hand
built sports car. Blue,
1968 CAMARO needs
sun roof limited edition.
work. Call 767-2512
Low mileage. Call 753between 5 and 7 p.m.
2645.

1974 VEGA HATCHBACK
automatic, $895. 1972
V.W. Squareback
automatic, $995. Call
489-2595.
LOCAL TRUCK, Heavy
Duty 1975 Dodge pickup,
double
power,
automatic. Average
retail $3,945, will sell for
$2,975. call 436-5680 after
6 p.m.
1973 PONTIAC Grand
Am. Two door. Air
condition.
AM-FM
stereo radio. Call 7530443, after 5 p.m.
1969 SEDAN De Ville
Cadillac. $1400. Call 7535434 or 753-4831 after 6
p.m.

1950
CHEVROLET
pickup, t2r*inal. Very
good condition. 43,000
actual rriiles..Call 7534112 or 753-0181, ask for
Kenny.
1962 FORD Falcon. $250.
Call after 5, 753:9818.
1974 GIVIG -4IC-KIJP-283
Chevy engine. 1974
Vega, 140 4 cylinder,
26,000 miles, hatchback.
1965 Plymouth Fury II,
318 V-8, automatic,
power steering, 4 door,
one owner, low mileage,
extra good condition.
1971 T 37 Pontiac 2 door
hardtop, medium size.
68,000 miles, automatic,
air and power, slant 6
motor and transmission.
Call 753-4661.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN,
very good condition. No
rust. $525 or best offer.
Call 753-0329.

1971 TORINO GT. Power 1973
CHEVROLET
steering, air, 2 door
pickup Cheyene Superhardtop. Dark Green. 10. Long wheel base,
Call 527-8273 after 4:00. Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
1967 MUSTANG, good
wheel. Red with black
shape inside and out.
interior. Radial tires.
Call 753-0066 or 753-2482.
Transmission needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
1973 V. W. SQUARE. 4 p. m.
BACK, 52,000 miles. Runs
50 Campers
good. $1000. Call 7591447.
WESTERN KY.TRAVEL
TRAILERS - complete
1976 FORD LITIr,-red with
campers' store and
white half vinyl roof.
service deaprtrnent at
Power steering, brakes
124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
and air. $4,050. Call 435Ky. Call 522-8507.
4238 after 5 p. m.
51 Services Offered
EXCELLENT QUALITY
1969 Chevrolet pickup CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
on any type of furniture.
short wide bed, 6
Free estimates. Call 753cylinder, straight shift.
9753.
753-2495.
Call

SHARON KELSO
is now working at Leta's Beauty Salon,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday.
1600 Dodson Ave. Call now for appointment 753-8282.

WOULD LIKE to babysit
in my home. Can furnish
references. Call 7538227.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house 4siding
81 trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Olivet

NUM Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
7534343.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
.
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
Servicemaster
offers
steam or dry foam
method. Servicernaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years.and are Number 1
in the prqfessional
cleaning business today.
For a special inoffer for July
troductory
•
and August,,,all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed will be
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or monthly. Call Servicemaster, 753-0259
today.

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up l to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 4354343,

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
YOUNGBLOOD'S
ROOFING. Commercial
and residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
-experience. C.a11-739-1531--after 5 p. m.

BARN SPRAYING
Pros btlearito. Cal

753-6343

MOTHER OF THREE
year old would like to
babysit children
enrolled in city morning
schools. School transportation provided.
References. Call 7538153.

VOICE LESSON by
teacher with Master
degree will teach any.
age. Call 753-9755.

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

Have you always wanted a
real us game, hub! or a.
ROUND air, huh! How about
making your present home
your dream home'

TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.

WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.

Roy Harmon
753-4124

*Auction*
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

Monday, Sept. 19 at 11 a.m. at the late Mrs.
Frossie Thornton home on Hwy. 94 East. Approx.
1% miles oast of Manny almond Mick Is.... on
right.
Will sell: refrigerator, air conditioner, portable TV, dining room suit, 2 kitchen tables,
telephone bench, oil heater, odd tables and lamps, luggage, chairs, coffee and end tables, electric fans and heaters,large oval rug.
Antiques: old dresser with beveled mirror,oak
hall tree, 2 iron beds, 2 old sewing machines.
Also hand tools, grab boxes, and miscellaneous.
As these items are in storage, we were unable to
get a complete listing.
Not responsible for accidents. Detailed announcements day of sale.
For all your auction needs and information call

Terry Shoemaker 436-5327
Bob W.(Frosty) Miller 492-8594
Auctioneers

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
LIGHT HAULING and
Free
work.
yard
estimates. Call 753-5567.

MOVE INTO
THIS ONE

INSULATION SAVES
$$$$. Rock wool insulation blown attics
and walls. Financing
Free
available.
estimates. Call 753-3316.

A new listing only four miles from Murray. Enjoy the benefits of country living in this nicely
decorated, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home. There is a
sunken living room, formal dining area, eat-in
kitchen with all gold appliances. Brick outside
storage building and electric garage door. Large
lot.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

K And II
Lawnmower
And
Cheinsaw Repair

eal
'Estate

BABYSITTING: Will do
babysitting in tny home
you work, or have an
Exout.
evening
perience. Call 7534421.

Illglowey 94 bat.

Phone
759-1221

711 Main

Pis. 753-1222

Realtor Pat Mobley

PURDOM and THURMAN KAI ESTATE

RANCH OR TWO - STORY?
The two basic structures of
single fan* homes are the
ranch and the two-story
home. They both have their
pros and cons and the
ultimate decision normally
rests with the individual's
style of frying and needs
A ranch is appealing since
living is ail on one float and
there are no steps to climb.
However, a ranch has disadvantages as wet A onestory house takes up more
space on it's lot and it has
greater foundation cost per
square foot of inferior living
space.
You can get the sante interior size on half the
amount. of foundation in a

two-story home. Construction cost per square
foot is reduced to a
minimum in a two-story
house. Despite this costsaving factor, the national
trend has been and still is
strongly toward one-story.
homes. Homeowners dont
seem to like Ctirnhing stairs.

Consulting with people
about their real estate needs
is our specialts Drop by Purdom it Thurman on the
court square- or call pet'
Mobley -;t 44 1 or 7538958. Were he',' to help/

'AR COFFEE
See Us For

Small
Appliance
Repair

Notice Of Sale

Murray Home
& Auto-

''
,I1The undersigned will on Monday,the 19th day of September, 1977, at 1:30
o'clock p.m., offer for sale to the highest and best bidder the P. H. Thornton
house and tract of land containing "five 151 acres or nearly so" located approximately one and one-fourth (IL.) mile east of Murray, Kentucky, on Kentucky Highway No. 94. The residence is of brick tonstruction; and can be
viewed inside from 10:00 a.m.on date of sale to time of sale.
Sale will be for cash; and deed will be delivered at the office of Wells Overbey, Executor, 104 North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky; within one (1) hour
after sale is called.
• Seller reserves the right to refuse any and all bids.
The bean crop located on the above-mentioned tract is reserved.

Chestnut St.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN pr9mpt efficient service NO job
too small. Call Ernest
1
White, 753-0605.

.1

Wells Ovehey, Executor of The
Estate Of P.M. Thornton
IMINEMNI=MINV
t.,
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Deaths and Funerals °
Funeral Is Today

Nicholas J. Wyatt

At Local Chapel

Dies At Hospital

For Mrs. Brake

Thursday Night

(

SCHOOL
LuncH mEnu

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Joanna Adams, director of
Food Services for the
Calloway County Schools, has
released the menus for the
lunchrooms at the various
schools for the week of SepFuneral services for Mrs.
tember 19 to 23. They are
Willard Eunice ) Brake of
Nicholas J. Wyatt of 1505 subject to occasional change
Murray Route Five are being
Stadium Drive, Murray, died and are as follows:
held today at two p.rn, at the
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the
CALLOWAY HIGH—
chapel of the Max Churchill
County
Murray-Calloway
Monday — hamburgers,
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Hospital. He was 78 years of lasagne, barbecue sandwich,
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating
age.
french fries, macaroni and
and Mrs. Oneida White as
The Murray man, a retired cheese, lima beans, fruit
organist.
fanner, was a member of the salad,combination salad, chef
Serving as pallbearers are
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. salad, pear half on lettuce,
John Kurtz, Ken Norsworthy,
Born July 13, 1899, in Calloway bun, french bread, iced apBilly Rittenberg. James Allen
County, he was the son of the ylesauce cake, and iced tea.
Mays, Billy Fair, and Dave
late Jessie. Wyatt and Mary
Tuesday — hamburgers,
Maupin. Burial will follow in
Susan Eves Wyatt.
ham on biscuits, pigs in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Wyatt is survived by his blanket, roundabouts, green
Mrs. Brake, age 44, died
wife, Mrs. Bessie Wyatt; one beans, parsleyed potatoes,
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
step son. Robert Walker. cold slaw, marinated carrots,
Methodist Hospital, Memphis,
Murray Route Three; two pineapple slice on lettuce, chef
Tn. Her death:--followed an
Bessie,
Mrs.
sisters.
extended illness. She was the Smotherman, East Prairie. salad, bun biscuits, bread,
peach cobbler, iced tea, and
daughter of the late Walter
Mo., and Mrs. Jessie Jones, peanut butter cookie.
Perry And Willie Redick Perry
Westfield, Ill.; several nieces ,
Wednesday
of Clarksville, Tn., and Was a
and nephews.
cheeseburgers, raviolo, sliced
former employee of the
Funeral arrangements are beef and gravy, french fries,
Murray State University Food
incomplete, but friends may pinto beans, corn on cob;
Services Department.
call at the J.H. Churchill
Survivors include her Funeral Home after six p.m. Vegetable gelatin salad, fruit
salad: shef salad, stuffed
husband, Willard Brake:
today Friday.
celery and deviled egg half,
three daughters, Mrs. Betty
bun, rolls, apple crisp, iced
Bray, New Concord, Mrs.
tea, and fruit cocktail.
Shirley Troy, Detroit, Mich.,
Thursday — chili doe; pizza,
and Mrs. Wanda Fay Downs,
oven fried chicken, tator tots,
Wichita Falls, Texas; one son,
•
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
three bean salad, creamed
Willard Brat*, Jr., Belleville. EDT.
today. furnished to the Ledger &
three.sisters,_ Mrs. Eva _ -Times- by .5-44 ot-Michtgan.- Corp-. of— poktoes,_combination salad.
kraut salad, cold slaw, cold
Mays and Mrs. Mary Parker, Murray. are as follows
plate complete, bun, rolls,
Nashville, Tn., and Mrs.
244 unc
Heublein
Inc
shortcake, iced
strawberry
Mae
Tinsley,
Hattie
484 -4
McDonalds Corp.
tea, lemonade, and sliced
four Ponderosa Systems
Tn.;
Clarksville,
434 +4
Clark.
peaches.
brothers, Jack, Lonnie, Kimberly
454 unc
Union Carbide
Friday — hamburgers, taco
274 unc
William, and Hubert Perry, W.R. Grace
4
284 +.
Texaco
salad, bologna sandwich,
Clarksville, Tn.; four grand- General
.. 53% -4
Elec.
peas,
184 1-4 -french fries, green
children, Michelle Renee - GIrriiip—
2714 -4
Pacific
Georgia
whole .kernel corn,, gelatin
Downs. Jason, Ann, and David Pfizer
264 unc
square, cold slaw, chef salad,
27'4 -4
'Brake.
Jun Walters ...
. 18% unc
Kirsch .
combination salad, bun,
. 3814 -4
Disney
bread, donuts, iced tea,
.
84
:
unc
Eranklui %tilt
LAKE DATA
lemonade, and cookie.
Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 355.9,
Prices of stocks of local interest at
EAST, NORTH, AND
noon today furiushed to the Ledger &
up 0.1.
Times by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows: SOUTHWEST—
Below dam 302.2.
Monday — sloppy joe,
Barkley Lake,7 a. m.355.8.
roundabouts, baked apples,
Indus AY
Below dam 305.2, up 2.4.
bun, and crispy bar; Tuesday
.2702 O05
Airco
— white beans, hot dog, kraut
.. 4 -.- 04
Am. Motors
,30a1 +62
Ashland Oil
IMPROVEMENT MEET
salad,
bun, and iced cake;
. .6204 -4
A.T & T. .
The Douglas Civic Im- Ford Motor Co.
Wednesday — roast beef,
441e
. 534 unc
provement Committee will Gen.Dynamics
green peas,creamed potatoes,
. 68'. -4
Gen. Motors
meet Monday, September 19, Gen. Tire.....
cranberry sauce, rolls, and
. 244 unc
. .814 une
at seven p.m. at the Com- Goodrich .
fruit delight; Thursday —
. 27'. +4
Gulf Oil .
munity Center on North Pennwalt
submarine sandwich, tomato,
„ 34 -4
231tunc
Oats .
Second Street. All members Quaker
lettuce, tater tots, bread, and
7:34
Republic Steel
are urged to be present, ac- Singer Mfg. .
congo bars; Friday — pizza,
104 unc
Earnesteen Tappan
to
cording
tossed salad, whole kernel
1814 4-4
Western Union
Skinner, chairman.
corn, and ice cream.
15% -14
Zenith Radio

STOCK MARKET

MURRAY CITY
Glinda Jeffrey, director of
Food Services for the Murray
City Schools, has released the
menus for the lunchrooms at
the various schools for the
week of September 19 to 23.
They are subject to occasional
change and are as follows:
MURRAY HIGH—
Monday — choice of corn
dogs, toasted cheeSe, hamburger, hot dogs, chef salad,
and cold plate; Tuesday —
choice of sloppy Joe, pizza,
hamburger, hot dogs, chef
salad, and cold plate; Wednesday — choice of ravioli,
chu9k wagon, hamburger, hot
dog, chef salad, and cold
plate; Thursday — choice of
tacos, lasagne, hamburgers,
hot dogs, chef salad, and cold
plate; Friday — choice of
submarine, fish sandwich,
hamburger, hot dog, chef
salad, and cold plate.
MURRAY MIDDLE—
Monday — chili dog or
hamburger, buttered potato,
fresh fruit or peaches, and
cookie; Tuesday — pizza or
hamburger, green beans,
mixed fruit or gelatin, and
donut; Wednesday — turkey
and gravy or hamburger,
creamed potatoes, cranberry
sauce, pineapple ring or
mixed fruit; Thursday —
tacos or hamburger, mexican
beans, applesauce or gelatin
with fruit, and ice cream;
Friday — grilled cheese or
hamburger, green peas, pears
or peaches, and cookie. Milk,
butter and bread, hamburger,
and potatoes available daily.
CARTER AND ROBERTSON—
Monday .— hot dogs, buttered potatoes, peaches, and
cookie; Tuesday — spaghetti,
tossed salad, orange wedges,
and brown bread; Wednesday
— chicken salad, rosy relish,
green peas, and cookie;
Thursday — hamburger,
potato chips, apple, lettuce
and tomatoes; Friday — fish
sandwich, french fries, slaw,
and donut.
DISABLED VETERANS
Murray Chapter No. 50 of
the Disabled
American
Veterans will meet tonight
(Fridayl at seven p.m. at the
American
Legion.
All
members are urged to attend.

State Supreme Court Rules
'Home Rule' Unconstitutional
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Supreme Court ruled today
that the 1972 Home Rule Act is
unconstitutional.
"This court is of the opinion that
county) fiscal courts are not
legislative bodies under the constitution
and the General Assembly cannot
declare them as such," said the
unanimous opinion written by justice
Pleas Jones.
"If the broad powers to fiscal courts
enumerated in (the statute) were
carried to their logical conclusion, a
county could practically nullify the
very existence of a municipality."
The high court declared that the
legislature's delegation o4 retain
authority to fiscal courts!.. violated
section 29 of the state cciistitution
which expressly gives all'legislative
powers to the General Assembly.
The Home Rule Act was "overly
broad" in allotting such powers to fiscal
courts, Jones said, an in effect was "a
quitclaiin deed to all its powers in
perpetuity."
The case grew out of a long legal

battle in the Louisville area, with
Jefferson County trying to extend some
of its control over more than 70 satellite
cities while Louisville and, Shively
fought such inroads.
Eventually, 13. lawyers became
embroiled in the controversy.
The Home Rule Act was an attempt to
allow local authorities to chart some of
their own destinies without having to
come to the legislature far various

forms of specific aid and permission
every two years.
"Although it is not designated as
such, the act purports to grant home
rule to the 120 counties,'-' Jones said.
At specific issue were eight proposed
ordinances by Jefferson County on
matters ranging from licensing of
pawnbrokers to regulating vehicles
,
transporting cargo in the county.

r Insulation • • • • (Continued from Page One)
Luther Nance, with Murray Electric
System,.said today that he expects a
number of inquiries locally once the
inspection-loan system swings into
operation.
Nance said a Murray Electric System
inspector is currently undergoing
training for the program.
"We're wanting people to come in
now and take an application for the
inspection," Nance said.
Once insulation is installed, the
energy advisor will return to verify the

work, Nance said.
Power customers can apply for the
home inspection and loan at local power
offices. When the loan is approved, a
person can sign an agreement to pay
back in equal payments up to a period
of 36 months. The payment schedule
will be itemized on each bill, Nance
said.
Walker said his system anticipates
loaning out funds to insulate over 1,000
homes this winter. TVA is estimating
the program may save over $20 million
in fuel costs throughout the region.

Calvary Temple To
Hear Rev. Harris
Rev. Cox SUnday
Regular morning worship
ar,d evening services are
scheduled at Calvary Temple
First Pentecostal Church of
God, located two miles South
of Mufray on Hwy. 641, on
Sunday, September 18.
The pastor, the Rev. J.
Marland Harris, will speak at
the 11:00 worship hour. Rev.
William Cox will speak at the
7:30 p.m. service.
The choir, directed by Mrs.
Linda Stalls, will be singing
.'Worthy the Lamb" and "I've
Never Seen the Righteous
Forsaken" featuring Karen
Harris, soloist.
Regular monthly rest home
service at Westview Nursing
Home will be at 2:00 p.m.,
featuring Calvary Temple
choir in a special music
program.
The Youth group will meet
at 6:00 p.m.
September is Sunday School
enlargement month and
everyone is invited to help
meet the goals.

COUNCIL OFFICERS—Calloway County High School's student council officers and
advisers posed for a photo recently on the front steps of the school Pictured are:
(foreground, left) Libby Conley, adviser, laDon Dowdy, reporter, Felecia Pinner,
treasurer, Rhonda Damell, secretary,(background, left) Danny IGngins, vice president,
Randy McCallon, president, Ricky Garland, parlimentarian, and Bill Nix, adviser.

1 PRIES ATJAKC
'''Qzlitkie
THE ALL NEW

FORD TRUCKS for 1918
.404:
ORCHESTRA TO APPEAR HERE — The Louisville Orchestra, under Music Director Jorge Mester, will appear in concert in Murray on Sunday, Oct. 30, under the auspices of the Murray Civic Musk Association. MCMA has been conducting its annual membership drive this week

111 ,

_
Over 20 of these new 1978 Ford trucks in stock for your selection

Offering a wmplete variety of trim 8 colors!
If we do not have your choice, we will get it.

MORE TRUCK
LESS MONEY
When You See
Ron Wright, Wells Overbey, Carlos Jones,
Paul Garland, Larry Scott or Ed West

PARKER FORD
700 Main Street Phone 753-5273
Murray, Ky.
'maw

THE PITTSBURGH BALLET THEATRE will appear in Murray ort Monday, March 6, 1978, under the auspices of the
Murray Civic Musk Ass8ciation. '

